THE ARCH OVER THE LECHAION ROAD AT CORINTH
AND ITS SCULPTURE
(PLATES57-75)

T IS OFT7ENSAID that Pausaniaswas not interested in the monuments of his own
time, and, in general, that seems true. But duringhis tour of Corinth, Pausaniaswalked
out throughthe arch over the LechaionRoad which was the northernentranceto the forum
(Fig. 1, P1.57:a)and was impressedenough to recordthe presenceof the arch and the statues
that crownedits attic: two gilded chariotgroupswith Helios and Phaethonas drivers.1 Only
the heavy foundations of the arch are preserved(Fig. 2), yet it must have been a striking
monument which rose above the colonnaded street and held shining quadrigason top. I
would like to thinkthat the chariotof Helios faced the road, since the god would appearthen
with his sanctuaryon Acrocorinth and the rising sun as a backdrop. Phaethon's chariot
would be turned to the forum. Hesiod says Phaethon guards the temple of Aphrodite at
night.2 As his father seemed to be leaving the acropolis of Corinth in the morning, so
Phaethon, with the evening, western sun behind, returned to Aphrodite's temple, where
he served as the night watchman of the city goddess.
That the statues on top of the arch referredto the gods of Acrocorinth is all we can
learn from Pausanias'words. The visible remainsprovide little to suggest a context in the
historyof Roman architecturefor the monument, and in discussionsof Roman arches, the
arch over the Lechaion Road is relegatedto a passingreferencein a footnote, if that much.
Over the years a good deal of evidence has accumulated at Corinth which gives a more
substantialpicture of the arch and its decorative sculpture. The present study began as
an investigationof a group of marble fragmentscarved in low relief. It became clear that
these fragmentsthematicallyconstitute a series appropriatefor the decoration of an arch,
and the recordedfindspotsconfirm that they belonged to a monument in the north-central
1 Pausanias2.3.2:'Ex U tr5 &Yop&qXl&r6vtv t*v &nlAeXolou TEpOOrXXl& &OTLxcA iTn'OCtii&v&pp
'HXLou otlBot,tr6U 'HXLoVat6-rv cp pov. See note 20 below.
&n[Xpuaa, t6 VFv x1aFOovxo
CharlesK. Williams,II suggestedthe reliefsculpturesattributedto the arch as a topic for studyand offered
encouragementand advice at every step. I am especiallygratefulto him for the new plans of the foundations
of the arch and the reconstructionsof its architecturalphases (Figs. 2-4). ChristopherCampbell drew the
elevation, Figure 5. Help was also provided by Nancy Bookidis,John Camp,John Clarke, Evelyn Harrison,
Fred Kleiner,ChristopherPfaff,BrunildeRidgway,Kathleen Slane, and Orestes Zervos.
The followingphotographsare publishedcourtesyof the Deutsches archaologischeInstitut,Rom:
Plates 59:a (neg. no. 37.1356), 59:b (neg. no. 37.1358), 60:a (neg. no. 36.541), 61:b (neg. no. 41.1960),
61:c (neg. no. 29.480), 62:a (neg.no. 79.3375).
Permissionto publish a photograph of the sarcophagusBelvedere 942 (P1.60:a) was kindly granted by
the VaticanMuseums (MonumentiMusei e GalleriePontifiche).
[The author was notified of the acceptance of this paper but was unable to make the customary final
correctionsbeforehis death. We are most gratefulto ProfessorEvelynB. Harrisonand Dr. CharlesK. Williams,
II for assistingin the editing and proofreading.-Ed.]
2 Theog.985-99 1.
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FIG.2. Arch over the Lechaion Road: actual-stateplan of the foundationsand north platform, 1991

area of the forum. In order to test the attributionit was necessary to look closely at the
arch over the Lechaion Road and to gather as much informationabout its chronology and
reconstructionas the foundationsallowed. In the following text, the resultsof the study of
the architectureare presented first, since the interpretationof the physical remains affects
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the readingof the sculpture.Next is a discussionof the individualreliefsand a reconstruction
of the iconographicprogram. A catalogue of the sculptureswith informationon findspots,
dimensions, and a brief descriptionis included at the end. In the text the fragments are
designatedby their numbersin the catalogue.
THE ARCH
The foundationsof the arch over the Lechaion Road at the north side of the Corinthian
forum were excavatedin 1899 and 1900 by RufusRichardsonand publishedtwo years later
by Joshua Sears.3 The width of the foundations,which span the Lechaion Road and its
porticos, measures22.4 m., makingit one of the largestcivic arches in the Roman Empire.
Preservedare the remains of the central bay with its flankingpylons (Fig. 3). At the sides
of both pylonstwo wallsrun to the heavy constructionsthat borderthe entranceway(Fig.2:a,
b). The northern pair (a, a') are east-west retainingwalls for the north end of the original
platform of the arch. The southern walls (b, b'), which project from about the middle of
the sides of the pylons, are difficultto interpret. Perhaps they supported thin walls that
controlled access to the forum.4 Stretchingnorth from the foundationsare two retaining
walls (d, f) that support a paved platform;5at the north end of this platform, a flight of
stairs descended to the Lechaion Road. The means of ascent to the side bays of the arch
from the colonnadedwalkwayson eitherside of the road is unclear.6On the south, the top of
the foundationsof the arch is level with the paving of the forum. (Note that the east wall
a' has been robbed of stones through its bottom course. There is no question, however,
that it originallyformed part of the foundations.)
In the first volume of the Corinth
series, published in 1932, Richard Stillwelldevoted a
detailed study to the foundationsof the arch, analyzingthe substructureand its relationship
to the platform and stairs.7 Stillwellrecognized five phases in the history of the arch and
linked these phases to specificchronologicalperiods, partly on the basis of depictions of an
arch on Corinthiancoins. These phases are as follows:
1. First Roman Period. Terrace walls provide an approach from the Lechaion Road
to the forum. There is no arch. Date: soon after the refoundingof the city in 44 B.C.
3

Sears 1902, pp. 439-454.
Stillwell(Corinth
I, pp. 173-174) interpretedthe walls to either side of the arch as evidence for additional
bays, but this seems unlikely.
5 The platform is approximately13 meters wide. Its length cannot be exactly determined because of the
removalof step blocks and paving slabs at a later time; some slabs, for instance those on the west side adjacent
to pit 1991, can be seen in Figure 2. It must have been at least 10 meters long. Two phases of the paving
are clear. Along the west side of the platformare poros blocks. A marbleveneer, of which the base molding is
still preserved, is laid against the north face of the poros wall on the west side, flanking the stair (Fig. 2:A).
The toichobate for the molding lies at an elevation of +74.11 m. Marble veneer laid over the poros blocks
is preservedsouth of pit 1991; north of the pit the poros blocksare exposed. See note 18 below.
6 The areas between the retainingwalls for the centralplatformand the walls running north from the east
and west extremes of the foundationswere cleared to Greek levels; no detailed accounts of their excavations
were kept.
7 Corinth
I, pp. 159-192.
4
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FIG. 3. Restoredplan of Phase 1 of the arch and the area to the north

2. Second Roman Period. A triple-bayedarch, togetherwith the centralplatformand a
flight of steps, is constructedof poros. Date: Augustan?
3. Third Roman Period. The side bays of the arch are demolished and the depth of
the central bay increased. The staircaseand platform are revetted in marble. Date: post
earthquakeof A.D. 77. Domitianic? Corinthiancoins of Domitian and Hadrian represent
a single-bayedarch.
4. FourthRoman Period. The side bay at the east, and possiblythe one at the west, are
reconstructed.Date: mid-2nd century,based on related constructionsin Peirene and of the
CaptivesFa?ade. Corinthiancoins of LuciusVerusand AntoninusPius show a triple-bayed
arch.
5. ByzantinePeriod. The arch is partiallydestroyedin the 4th century.Final dismantlement takes place by the 10th centurywhen a ramp containingmaterial from the arch was
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built on the LechaionRoad and over the Roman stairway.The 1Oth-centurydate is supplied
by Byzantinecoins found beneath the ramp.
Stillwell'sreconstructionof the historyof the arch is largelybased on interpretationsof
the chronologicalrelationshipsbetween a seriesof retainingwalls and the foundationsof the
arch. Some of these relationshipscan be interpreteddifferentlyand lead to a reevaluationof
his conclusions.
THEF
REMAINs
One area where a building sequence can be observed is located between the western
north-south retainingwall of the centralplatform(Fig.2:d)and the north-south foundation
about four meters fartherwest (Fig. 2:e) that served as a retaining wall for the courtyard
in front of the basilica (Fig. 3). Stillwell nicknamed the latter "the epistyle wall" because
of four epistyleblocks"ofgood Greekworkmanship"built into it.8 About two meterswest of
the epistyle wall and parallel to it runs a wall constructedon rubble foundations, its socle
and three courses of regularporos blocks preserved. It was named "the good high wall".
Between these two is an "intermediate"wall which is curtailedat its southernand probably
its northernend by crosswallsbuilt between the epistylewall and the good high wall. These
crosswallssuggest rectangularchambers at the north and south ends of the complex. The
whole ensemble, epistylewall, good high wall, and intermediatewall, forms the foundations
and lower superstructureof a narrowbuilding,probablyto be restored,in its originalphase,
as a portico with end rooms (Figs.3, 4).
At its southern end the epistyle wall intersectsthe heavy foundations of the western
extremityof the arch (Fig. 2:B, P1.57:b). Of this intersectionStillwellwrites, "It is evident
from the manner in which the epistyle wall is cut by the west buttress foundation that it
was in place before the buttresswas built."9That is in no way clear,and, in fact, the opposite
is more likely. The blocks of the epistyle wall are laid against those of the foundation and
do not bond with it. The second block from the top has been cut back in order to fit against
the foundation. It followsthat the constructionof the epistylewall is subsequentto that of the
foundationsof the arch.
The good high wall was also built afterthe foundationsof the arch. At its southern end,
the good high wall turns east and crossesover the foundations.A northernreturnlies partly
on top of the foundations,the upper surfaceof which has been cut down to receive its socle,
and partlyon the epistylewall. Both the epistylewall and the foundationsof the good high
wall were built over a drain, which can be followed as far as the northwestforum;it crosses
beneath the arch, turns northwestin front of the basilica,and runs underneaththe platform
in front of the Northwest Stoa.10 The fill from the drain dates to the mid-2nd century after
Christ.11 That the drainwas in use when the good high wall was constructedis indicatedby
8

Stillwellrestoredthe epistyleblocksto the exteriorcolonnade of the old Greek stoa, the remainsof which
lie beneath the later Roman basilicaswest of the Lechaion Road; Corinth
I, pp. 221, 225.
9 Corinth
I, p. 176.
10 For the drain, see Corinth
I, ii, p. 92, pl. VIII. The constructionof the drain belongs to the Hellenistic
period: Williams 1969, p. 54.
11 Deposit 1925-1. The latest dated materialis a coin of Antoninus Pius, 25-90. The fill-containedmany
lamps of Broneertype XXVII. See Corinth
IV, ii, pp. 58-59.
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4. Restoredplan of Phase 2 of the arch and the area to the north

a manhole cut through the intermediatewall (Fig. 2). Therefore, the general chronological
frameworkfor this complex is to be placed after the constructionof the foundationsfor the
arch and before the mid-2nd centuryafter Christ.
Most of the hard limestone steps which led up from the Lechaion Road to the central
platform were removed in the Byzantine period, leaving only the concrete foundations
below.12 Stillwell suggested a flight of ten steps ascending in two stages with a landing
12

The individualstep blocks had been reused in a drain underneath the Byzantine ramp. See Corinth
I,
p. 182. The blocks were later replaced on the foundationsby the excavators. The original line of the blue
limestone staircasecan be determined by wear on the foundations and by the line of the pavement which
breaksoff in front of the firststep.
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between. The steps are borderedon the east and on the west by spurswhich project north
from the central platform,maintainingits orientation;Stillwellcalled these spursparatids.
13
Beneath the west spur is a flight of four poros steps (Fig. 2:A, P1. 57:c). Clear evidence
thus exists for two phases of the stairway. Stillwelldid not comment on the fact that the
poros steps are not laid perpendicularto the walls of the spurs but are angled slightly to
the southwest.
Two phases of constructionare also apparentin the connection between the east wall
of the platform and the foundationsof the arch itself (Fig. 2:C, P1.58:a). Projectingfrom
the easternedge of the east pylon is a shallowbuttress;its foundationsdescend in five courses,
about 1.8 m. total, and rest on earth fill. Blocks of the buttressbond into the foundations
of the arch and must be contemporarywith it. Extending north from the buttressbut not
bonding with it is the east wall of the central platform (Fig. 2:f). The foundations of this
wall descend three courses, about 1.3 m., and rest on heavy rubble laid over earth fill. The
foundationsof this platformwall do not meet the blocksof the buttressevenly but are slightly
displaced to the west. As a result, the buttressprojects0.19 m. east of the line of the east
platformwall.
The top of the buttresshas been worked down 0.10Im., except on the east where the
originalheight is preserved.The reworkedsurfaceis level with the top of the platformwall.
Stillwell thought this surface suggested that a freestandingcolumn stood at the corner of
the pylon, rather than an engaged column or a pilaster.'4 He also found it "a little strange
that the foundationfor an element that was in itselfan integralportionof the gateway should
be formed in part by an abuttingwall." That difficultyis removed if we accept the buttress
as belongingto a phase of the arch earlierthan the eastplatformwall, as the remainssuggest.
The foundationsof the arch also give evidence for two phases of construction.15 In its
earlierstage the pylonswere piercedby rectangularchambers(Fig.3). The clearestevidence
for this arrangementis the dispositionof the blocksof the foundationsthemselves(P1.58:b).
Later, the side bays were filled with poros blocks, and the width of the central bay was
increasedto approximatelyseven meters(Fig.4). At the same time, the depth of the archwas
increased: solid foundationsof poros were laid across the south side, increasingthe depth
by 3. 10 m. and projectingthe arch into the area of the forum.
Subsequentto the increasein depth of the centralbay,constructiontook place east of the
arch. A large, rectangularplatform was built which closed off the staircaseleading down
to Peirene (Fig.2: East Platform).New foundationsfor this heavy constructionwere laid on
top of the foundations of the east retaining wall. To lay these new foundations required
13
14

I, p. 160.
Corinth

Corinth
I, p. 174. BecauseStillwellaccepted the wallsof the platformas contemporarywith the foundations
of the arch, he was faced with a freestandingcolumn on an Augustanarch.
'5 Stillwell(Corinth
I, pp. 173-174) interpretedbreakson the front edges of blocks of the north foundation
wall of the east pylon as the result of wear and indicative of a wide opening. He detected similar wear on
the west pylon. His reconstructionbased on these observationswas a five-bayedarch. The brokenedges on the
blocksof the east pylon were not causedby trafficbut by the breakingoffof the lower surfacesof blocksfrom the
course above. There is no wear visibleon the westernpylon.
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removalof some of the upper coursingof the foundationsof the north retainingwall; it was
replacedwith irregularblocks and rubblefill.16
At the time of constructionof the east platform, a crosswallwas built connecting its
southern face and the east corner of the southern extension of the central bay (Fig. 2:D).
This crosswall turns north, lying against the whole east side of the foundations of the
arch in its enlarged state. The constructionof this wall and that of the east platform are
contemporaneousand subsequentto the southernextension of the centralbay.
THE EVIDENCE FOR THE PHASES OF CONSTRUCTION

The foundationsof the arch properpreceded the constructionof the epistylewall which
formed the east foundation wall of the portico west of the central platform. Stillwell said
the epistyle wall "is unquestionablycontemporarywith the (west)shops" of the Lechaion
Road.17 But, as Stillwellhimself noted, the epistyle wall does not rest on the foundations
of the wall of the shops, and its constructionis very differentfrom that of the west shops. The
constructionof the portico is therefore subsequentto that of the foundations of the arch
and is apparentlycontemporarywith the firstLechaion Road Basilica.18
16

See Corinth
I, p. 169, fig. 119.

17
18

Corinth
I, p. 177.

I quote from a letter dated October 28, 1991, written to me by Charles K. Williams,II after emergency
excavationsin the summerof 1991:
By freeinga segmentof the west side of the Pit 1991 [Fig.2], threephaseswere able to be distinguished
in the west foundation wall of the step platform. The first phase is attested by a single course of
long poros capping blocks set on the rough stone foundation of the west side of the platform. All
of this is part of the firstphase. The verticalface of the poros cappingcourse is well finished. The east
face of each block is also flush with the next; the blocks themselves,however, are of unequal depth
from front to back, which produces an uneven back or west face to the course. In other words,
this course was designed to have its east face exposed, apparentlyas a step or curb running along
the west side of the west sidewalkof the propylaea in its first phase. This step was later overlaid
by a new course that can go architecturally,and by elevations,with the stoa along the west side of the
platform. This is phase 2. The portico thuswas builtafterthe initialdesign of the area, apparentlyto
make a court-likespace at the top of the step platformon the northside of the arch. The construction
date of the stoa can be related to the constructionof the first Lechaion Road Basilica. Thereafter
the later, second course of poros that caps the west foundationof the platform was trimmed along
its easternside for a pavementof marblethat representsthe resurfacingof the stairplatform,and that
must go with the second arch.
The toichobatethat carriesthe orthostatesof the backwall of the porticolies at an elevation that
is appropriateto the level of the earlydoor sillsin the two side passagewaysof the firstarch. The floor
level of the first basilica to the west of the portico is at least 0.60 m. higher, however, and without
the porticobetween arch and basilica,a transitionof stepsor retainingwall must be restoredto make
the change of level feasible. If, however,you look at the back wall (good high wall) of the portico,
the course above the toichobateis beautifullyfinishedon its east face. The blocksare uneven on their
west side, protrudingone from the other and out from the course above by as much as 0.11 m.
The course above that is smooth on both sides. This indicates, to me, that the first course above
the toichobate was designed to be buried on its west side, while the course above was to be visible
on both its east and its west face. How tall is the first course above the toichobate? 0.77 m. tall,
of course, allowinga very nice adaptationto the differencesof level between the arch and the basilica.
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The joint between the foundationsof the arch and the southern half of the east wall of
the centralplatformindicatesthat the foundationsof the arch were in place first. Finally,the
poros steps are angled slightlymore to the southwestthan the walls of the spursand the blue
limestonesteps. We can be surethatthe porosstepsbelongto a phasewhichprecededthe constructionofthe spurs. It is tempting,therefore,to associatethe constructionof the foundations
of the arch with that of the poros steps and the west shops of the Lechaion Road (Fig. 3).
At a later time the platform and staircasesin front of the arch were redesigned and
slightly realigned (Fig. 4). The filling in of the pylons, the southwardincrease in depth of
the central bay and the adjacent pylons, and the widening of the central bay were also
subsequentalterations. In this case, no physical evidence ties the redesign of the staircase
and platformto the rebuildingof the arch proper. They do seem to be relatedconstructions,
since in its new form the spurs of the platform closed off the direct approach to what had
been the side bays of the arch.
Finally,a large, rectangularplatform was built east of the arch. The platform abuts
the back face of the west apse wall of the court of Peirene. The crosswallthat connects
the platform to the central bay was laid subsequentto the southern extension of the arch.
Since blocksof this crosswallbond into the foundationsof the east platform,the latteras well
is later than the southernextension.
The remains provide evidence for three phases of the arch over the Lechaion Road.
Phase 1 is a triple-bayedarch (Fig. 3). It was approachedby a central ramp and flanking
steps.'9 Phase 2 is a single-bayedarch (Fig. 4). The depth of the central bay and pylons
was considerablyincreased to the south. The earlier ramp and flanking steps had been,
or were at this time, replaced by a central flight of stairs flanked by spurs running north
from the platform. Phase 3 is the constructionof a platform to the east of the arch and
its connection to the arch by a crosswall.
THE DATE

Tying these phases to specific chronologicalperiods is another matter. Stillwell used
numismaticevidence both for his reconstructionof the form of the arch and for dating its
phases. But since the representationsof arches on the coins differ not only in the number
of entrancesbut also in details,the relevanceof all coins used is suspect. Only if the arch over
the Lechaion Road can be shown to have had a particulararchitecturalform at a specific
time should coins representinga Corinthianarch be brought into the discussion.20
19 Access to the side bays of the arch is unclear. Sears (1902, p. 448) suggestedthat they were approached
by ramps. He thoughtthat threeporos blocks,which remain insitubetween the west spurand the epistylewall,
were steps and gave access to a ramp. Stillwell(Corinth
I, p. 176)does not mention these blocks. Presumablyhe
consideredthem part of a wall that blocked access to the westernbay. Stillwelldid not think approachesfrom
the Lechaion Road to the side bays of the arch ever existed. He says, "The dispositionof the side walls of
the platformin frontof the Propylaiaseems to indicatethat the space between them and the prolonged lines of
shop fronts,both east and west, was filledup to the level of the main platformand on the east slightlyhigher."It
is now apparentthat on the west there was a level pavement in front of the portico (see note 18 above). The
arrangementeast of the platform is harderto determine and may have been somewhat differentfrom that to
the west in orderto provideaccessto Peireneat a stage before the East Shops were built on the Lechaion Road.
20 Stillwell accepted Imhoof-Blumer'sidentificationof the arch on coins with that of the Lechaion Road.
See Imhoof-Blumerand Gardner 1885, no. 22, p. 71, pl. LII:xcvii,xcviii, xcix, c. AlthoughPausaniasexplicitly
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The alignmentof the poros stepscorrespondswith evidence for the firstRoman phase of
the Lechaion Road. Significantis the orientationof the west shops of the Lechaion Road
and of a large poros foundationwhich interruptsthe later colonnade.21 Their orientations
are at right angles to the poros steps. There is no external evidence for the date of the
originalalignmentof the Lechaion Road. Recent excavationbeneath the platform north of
the arch has unearthed pottery datable to the 1st century after Christ.22 A date early in
that century would fit with other constructionsat Corinth, and the form and proportions
of the triple-bayedarch find Augustanparallels.23
The redesign of the central platform is related to the constructionof the colonnades
along the sides of the Lechaion Road. The walls of the centralplatformcontinue the line of
the colonnadesexactlyand like the colonnadesconvergeslightlyto the south. Stillwellnoted
that "the constructionat the point ofjunction of the stylobateof the East Colonnade and the
east wall of the platform shows either that they are contemporary,or that the colonnade
is earlier."24Likewisethe east retainingwall, which also serves as the west wall of Peirene
in the third architecturalphase of the fountain, continues the line of the front wall of the
East Shops. The constructionof the East Shops and the paving of the Lechaion Road have
recentlybeen dated not beforethe late thirdquarteror earlyfourthquarterof the 1stcentury
after Christ.25The alterationin the size and shape of the arch, which constitutesits second
phase, is either contemporarywith or subsequentto the constructionof the new platform.
Constructioneast of the arch constitutesits third phase. Stillwell and Hill connected
the east platform with the fifth Roman phase of Peirene, which they dated to the time of
Herodes Atticus.26 Stillwellnoted that the east platformis not actuallycontemporarywith
the "Herodean"phase of Peirene, since its blocks do not bond with the western apse of the
fountain. On the plans which accompany Hill's volume, the east platform is not part of
states that there were two chariots crowning the arch, all the coins show only one. This is, however, not a
valid reason for rejectingthe coins as representationsof the arch. Some simplificationsof the form of the arch
must have taken place in the design of the coins. Pallottino (E4A I, p. 597, s.v. Arco onorario e trionfale)
and Kahler(REVIIA, 1939, col. 446, s.v.Triumphbogen)have questionedthe validityof the coins as depictions
of the Lechaion Road arch.
21 Corinth
I, p. 158. See also Williams,MacIntosh,and Fisher 1974, pp. 25-33.
22 I quote from the same letter from Williamscited in note 18 above:
In the summer of 1991 an emergencyexcavationwas undertakenon the step platform north of the
propylaea. A segment of the sidewalkon the west side of the platformhad collapsed into a Roman
drainwhich passesunder the platform.... The originalfillwithinthe core of the step platformshould
be dated within the firstcenturyafterChrist,but neitherearliernor later. Unfortunatelymuch of the
materialfrom the constructionfill is body sherdsfrom coarsewares and amphoras. Fine wares form
a very low percentage of the total assemblage. The identifiablematerial is late enough, however,
to exclude a constructiondate in the first century before Christ. The pottery is stored in Corinth
lot 1991-93. I thankboth Dr. N. Bookidisand Prof. K. Slane for their examinationof the excavation
pottery. I thank Dr. Bookidis,as well, for her help in the excavationof the propylaeapit.
23 For Augustanbuilding at Corinth, see Corinth
VIII, iii, pp. 20-21; also Wiseman 1979, pp. 509-521. For
the form of the arch, comparethe so-calledParthianarchin the Roman Forum;see, most recently,Nedergaard
1988, pp. 224-239.
24 Corinth

I, p. 177.

25 Williams,MacIntosh,and Fisher 1974, pp. 32-33.

26 Corinth
I, p. 185. Corinth
I, vi, p. 96.
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the "Herodean"period and is labeled "LateRoman-Byzantine".Becauseof the rubble-filled
constructionof the crosswallsthe later date is preferable.
Differencesin detailssuggestthat the single-bayedarchesdepictedon the coins of Domitian and Hadrian, which Stillwellused as evidence for his Phase 3, represent monuments
unrelatedto the arch over the Lechaion Road. The arch on the Domitianic coin has wide
pylonsframedby columnsor pilastersand is possiblydecoratedwith sculpture.27The rather
flat vault springsdirectlyfrom the tall supportsat the corners of the passageway.Roundels
decorate the pylons to either side of the vault. Coins of Hadrian depict an arch with two
columns standingclose together on a podium in front of each pylon (P1.58:c, d).28 The tall
vault springsfrom low columnsor pilastersthat framethe passageway.Stairsappearto cross
in front of the arch. The triple-bayedarches on the coins of Lucius Verus,Antoninus Pius,
and Commodus do not correspondto the architecturalform of the arch during the second
half of the 2nd century after Christ;they representa differentmonument. A triple-bayed
arch also markedthe entrance to the forum at the northwest,over the road to Sikyon, and
anotherat Isthmiahas recentlybeen published.29There may have been others elsewherein
the city.
RECONSTRUCTION

OF THE DESIGN

Not one architecturalmember has been securely associated with the arch over the
Lechaion Road, so that a graphic elevationof the monument can only be based on the plan
of the foundationsand reasonableguesses. In its firstphase the relativelymodest arch had a
central bay (3.9 m. wide) flankedby narrower(ca. 2 m.) and presumablyshorterarchways
(Fig. 3). The foundationsindicate that on the north the architecturalframeworkaround
the central bay projected approximately1.5 m. in front of the fa~ade. Certainly columns
on podia flanked the central bay. These columns could have supported a pediment or a
projectionof the architrave.To what extent the firstphase of the arch was furtherdecorated
is impossibleto say. Statuesmay have crowned the attic, but the availablespace would not
have been enough for the two quadrigasseen by Pausanias. Decorative friezes like those
on the arches at Pola and PisidianAntioch30or reliefslike those on the arch at Glanum31
cannot be excluded, but there is no evidence for them. The whole may have been a rather
sober structure.
With the lengthofthe archwaypracticallydoubled,the spanof the centralvaultincreased
from 3.5 m. to 7 m., and the side bays filled,the second phase of the arch fulfilledan entirely
differentconcept of the purpose of a monument in this particularspot (Figs. 4, 5). The
ground plan became a simple rectangle. To judge from the increased span of the vault,
Phase 2 was a much tallerarch. The foundationswhich projectednorth from the corners of
the central bay of the first arch were covered in the second phase, so that the passageway
must have been reached by a relativelysteep flight of stairs. All in all, the form of Phase 2
27

See note 20 above and Sears 1902, p. 450, fig. 4.
CorinthVI, no. 129, p. 30: Peribolos,July 16, 1926, weight 14.61 gr., axis +-. North of School-VI-434-Coin 2: weight 8.45 gr., axis .
29
Arch at northwestforum: Corinth
I, ii, p. 109. Isthmianarch: Gregoryand Mills 1984, pp. 407-445.
30 Pola: Traversari1971; PisidianAntioch: D. M. Robinson 1926, figs. 31-54.
31 See
most recentlyF. S. Kleiner 1985b, pp. 73-83.
28
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Restoredplan and elevation of Phase 2 of the arch
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of the arch over the Lechaion Road, as far as the foundations permit us to envision it,
matches the arch depicted on the coins of Hadrian, which consequently may well represent
our monument.

THE SCULPTURED RELIEFS
Since excavations began in the forum of ancient Corinth, fragments of relief sculpture have
appeared which are distinctive enough to have earned from the excavators the name of
the "historical frieze". The name derives from depictions on the reliefs of arms and armor
and of bearded heads resembling figures on Roman historical reliefs. Pieces on which the
representations are too fragmentary to be identified can be associated by marble type and
thickness, as well as by stylistic and technical similarities. The material is a fine-grained
white marble, in general not very sparkling. Some fragments have heavy mica streaks.32
The relief is low, but its height varies from slab to slab. The thickness of the background is
more consistent, ranging between 0.02 m. and 0.045 m. The largest preserved fragments, 1
and 4, show that the background was thicker at the bottom and at the top of some reliefs. 17
shows an increased thickness at the right side. On the backs the fragments are finished in two
ways: most pieces are sawn with no traces of tool marks; a few are rough picked.33
There are 88 fragments of the "historical frieze" found between 1896 and 1990. Fortytwo pieces are from a marble pile dismantled in 1970 by Mary Sturgeon.34 On twenty-nine,
the words "Lechaion Road" are written in ink. The validity of this label can be checked
in one case: 40, which came from the museum marble pile and carries the "Lechaion Road"
label, was drawn in an excavation notebook of 1902 and recorded as having been found in
front of the Captives FaSade, that is, in the area above the Sacred Spring, not in the Lechaion
Road.35 It is likely that in the early years of excavation, before the topography of the forum
area was clear and its architectural monuments named, the designation "Lechaion Road"
referred to the area around the arch and distinguished it from Peirene and "Boudromai" (now
recognized as the central vaulted chamber of the Northwest Shops), two other landmarks
used by the excavators as topographic indicators.
Seven fragments of the frieze were found in modern fill in the area southwest of the
Propylaia (9, 15, 19, 26, 40, 54, 87). 17 was found in a marble pile northeast of the arch.
Four pieces came from the shops in the Northwest Stoa (16, 25, 38, 58). Three fragments
32

The marblediffersfrom that of the theaterreliefsat Corinthby being slightlylargergrained;also the mica
streaksare less frequentand larger. Corinth
IX, ii, p. 4.
33 The reliefsfrom the theater frieze displaya similarduality of finish. It probablyreflectsthe sawing into
thin slabsof largeblocksbroughtfrom the quarry.The reliefswith rough backsare from the ends of the quarry
stones.
34 Corinth IX, ii, p. v. The marble pile contained many fragmentsof the reliefswhich decorated the scaenae
fironsof the 2nd-centurytheater. Sturgeon writes, "The contents of this marble pile are likely to derive from
excavationsconducted by Mr. Shear,"i.e., in the area of the Theater. Since severalpieces from the museum
marble pile join fragmentsfrom the forum, it would be better to say that the fragmentscome from the early
years of excavations.
35 Corinth Notebook 14, pp. 24-25.
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were found along the Lechaion Road: 50 from the area of the Peribolosof Apollo, 6 and 11
from the Roman hemicycle. 1 comes from an areajust east of the early excavations,south of
the modern plateia. A few fragmentshave findspotsoutside the northeast forum. 2 was
found in 1898 near the South Basilica. 24 comes from the northwestforum, 29, 34, and
83 from the west end of the forum, behind Temple F All are from modern levels. These
findspots do not discourage an associationwith the "historicalfrieze"; they are probably
irrelevant. A lime kiln of the 10th century operated in the west forum, so that many of
the broken sculpturesfound there could have been broughtfrom elsewhere.
The name "historicalfrieze" was justly conferred as a convenient way to isolate this
group of reliefs. But when one collects all the fragmentsand looks at them side by side, it is
clear that they fall into two easilydistinguishedgroups,one characterizedby life-sizehuman
figuresand the other without figures. The figuressuggest two scenes: (1) imperial sacrifice
and (2)possiblya submissionscene. The non-figuralfragmentsbelong to (3)a weaponsfrieze.
THE FIGUREDSCENES

The best preservedpiece, 1, shows the head and arms of a bearded male, the arms
raised and bent back with the left hand grasping a shaft (P1.63). 2 preservesthe figure's
right hand and 3, part of his torso. The broken forms at the left edge of 3 can be read as
the handle of a knifeand bunchedfolds at the top of a skirt.364, which preservesa bovine leg
and two human feet facing right (P1.64), should be associatedwith these fragments. The
scene must have depicted a sacrificeat the moment when the popa raises the axe over his
head.37 The position of the feet on 4 is not well suited for the wide stance usually taken
by the popaon Roman historicalreliefs. Rather, the pose matches those of men who lead
animals to sacrifice.38 Another bovine hoof, 5, in profile to the left (P1.63), belongs with
this group. On most examplesof sacrificescenes, thepopastandsbehind the bull'shead when
he swings the axe, so that we would not expect the animal facing left to receive the blow;
the animal representedby the leg on 4 should be the victim. Compositionallythe scene
would resemble the sacrificeon the Altar of Manlius in the Vatican39or that in the panel
beneath the figuresof SeptimiusSeverusandJulia Domna on the Arch of the Argentarii.40
On both, an attendantstandsbehind the animal.
36

Compare the costumes and knives of the popa and victimariion Trajan'sColumn, e.g., scene LXXXVI,
Lehmann-Hartleben1926, pl. 39, and on the sacrificepanel on Trajan'sarch at Beneventum (P1.61 :c), Rotili
1972, pl. LV.
37 The basic study of the scene is Brendel 1930, pp. 196-226. For an example in which the popa raises
both arms over his head, see an earlyImperialaltarfrom Merida in Spain: Ryberg 1955, pp. 95-96, pl. XXX,
fig. 45:d.
38 Compare the victimarius
and bull on a reliefin the Vatican,inv. no. 539: Amelung 1908, no. 415, pp. 647649; Ryberg 1955, p. 96, pl. XXIX, fig. 45:e; Helbig4 I, 148 (Simon),dated to the Claudian period; Koeppel
1986, no. 21, pp. 8, 43-45, fig. 25, dated Hadrianic-Antonine.
39 Vatican, inv. no. 9964: Ryberg 1955, pp. 84-87, pl. XXV, fig. 39:a; Hermann 1961, no. 31, pp. 95-97;
Helbig4 I, 1058 (Simon);Torelli 1982, pp. 16-20, pl. I:6.
40 Pallottino 1946, pl. VIII; Bianchi Bandinelli 1971, p. 71, fig. 64.
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6 depicts a metal hydriawhich would be appropriatefor a scene of sacrifice(P1.63).41
Part of a curved trumpet, 7, suggests a procession, and the heel of a foot wearing a soft
leather shoe with a strap hanging at the side (calceus),
8, belongs to an official or a highrankingofficer(P1.64).42The weatheredmale head, 9, is veiled (P1.64), possiblyindicatinga
priestly function. The fragmentaryhead of a bald man, 10, must have been a strikingly
realisticdepiction (P1.65). The bearded male head, 11, so closely resembles the heads of
victimariion Trajan'sColumn that one would like to associate him with the scene (P1.65),
possiblyas the head of the figurewhose legs are preservedon 4.43 He could also be a soldier.
The feet wearing caligaeidentify soldiers(12, 13, 14), and profile legs (15, 16) may be
associatedwith them (Pls.65, 66).44 On 18 thejeweled pendent strapsending in floralforms,
which hang over folds of drapery,are from the attire of a Roman soldier (P1.66); the best
parallelsshow that they are the ends of leather strapsthat hung from the cingulum
over the
belly and sometimes as low as the legs.45 The soldier wearing this garment stood close to
a second figure, since the folds of another tunic at right are divided from those with the
strapsby a narrow ridge.46 A helmet with a horsehaircrest, 17, probably was worn by a
soldier (P1.66). The style of carving and the size of the helmet find parallels among the
other fragmentsof the reliefs,and thejoint surfaceat the rightedge togetherwith the inward
slope of the relief surface could indicate a figure at the right edge of a panel.
14 shows a foot turned right with the heel raised (P1.65). The narrow band on which the
toes rest is problematic. The band cannot represent the lower border of the relief: that
border as it appears on 4, 5, 8, and 23 is smooth and tall. The resting surface on 14 is
prepared for attachment to another slab. The relief is hard to explain. It finds a parallel in a
late Republican or early Imperial funerary relief from Amiternum on which some musicians
and mourners in the procession are placed on narrow groundlines at a higher level than
the cortege.47 Similar groundlines occur on the Decursio reliefs on the base of the Column of
Antoninus Pius, on the Column of Marcus Aurelius, and on the panel reliefs on the Arch of

Septimius Severus in the Roman Forum.48 But on these examples the groundlines have
a rocky texture unlike those on the Amiternum relief or 14. It may well be that some of
41

The hydria on 6 does not have the pitcher shape of the Roman guttus or urceus,but it probably served
the same purpose. Was the old-fashionedform of the hydria more familiar in Greece as a sacrificialvessel
than the Roman pitcher? See Diehl 1964, pp. 171-173.
42 Junkelmann 1986, p. 158; Goette 1988, pp. 449-459. Whether the shoe on 8 is part of a calceuspatricius
or
calceussenatoriusis difficultto determine from what is preserved. That the end of the tie falls near the heel
might indicate the former.
43 Lehmann-Hartleben1926, no. LIII, pl. 26.
44 For caligae,seeJunkelmann 1986, pp. 158-161.
45 Junkelmann 1986, p. 161; also Leander Touati 1987, p. 43, and p. 102, note 551, where the author
statesthat the standardnumberfor pendent strapsis eitherthree or five. 18 preservestracesof five. Compare a
gravestoneof a soldierin Mayence: Esperandieu1907-1981, VII, no. 5840, p. 346; Sander 1963, pp. 144-166,
pI. III.
46 Parallelsfor the interpretationof 18 are found among the skirtsof marching and fighting soldiers on
Trajan'sColumn. See, for example, the fightingsoldierswith their backs to a Dacian prisonerin scene XLI:
Lehmann-Hartleben1926, pl. 22.
47 Ryberg 1955, p. 36, note 76, pl. IX, fig. 19:b;Bianchi Bandinelli 1970, p. 59, figs. 60, 61.
48 Column of Antoninus Pius: Vogel 1973, figs. 9-17.
Column of Marcus Aurelius: for example, see
scene VIII, Caprino et al. 1955, pl. VII, fig. 15. Arch of SeptimiusSeverus: Brilliant 1967, pls. 68, 87.
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the figureswere placed on artificialgroundlineshigher than the lower edge of the relief but
not necessarilyover the heads of other figures. Scenes from Trajan's Column show how
figureson independentgroundlinescould be arrangedat differentlevels.49
Once we accept that figures in the reliefs appeared at differentlevels, we can better
understandthe puzzling fragment 19 (P1.66). Close-set,stifflines spread from a cylindrical
base. This is likely to be the crest and crest holder of a helmet viewed from the front.50
The narrow lines suggest a horsehaircrest.51 At left, behind the crest, is a convex surface
with a forkingridge on top, possibly a lower arm. At right is a fold of cloth. We should
imagine the top of a soldier'shelmeted head with the right side of the torso of a figure at
a higher level behind.
That another figure was elevated above the rest is confirmed by 20 and 21 (P1.66).
These two fragments,which depict feet on a base with a crowning molding, belong to the
same figure. A heavy mica streakruns verticallythroughthe middle of 20 and, at the same
depth, caused the splittingoff of the back of 21. A fragment of curving folds, 22, can be
associatedwith these fragmentsfor the same reasons. Both 21 and 22 preserve the right
edge of the slab. Fragmentsof the sculpturesfrom the Augustan arch and the 3rd-century
propylonat PisidianAntioch show Nikai and Genii standingon pillars.52These figureswere
placed in the spandrelsof triple-bayedarches. Our fragmentsare in such low relief that they
should not be assigneda positionhigh up on a structure.The sandaledfeet suggesta female,
and the molded base indicates that a statue of a deity is represented.53 The appearance
of deities in the scene can be assumed from 23 (P1.66). This fragment shows the toes of
a left foot beside the paw of an animalskin. The figureis more likelyHerculesthan a Roman
signifer,who would wear his lionskinover his head with the paws tied around his neck.54
24 has attractedattentionbecauseof its similarityto the Demeter on the GreatEleusinian
Relief (P1.67). Schneider,who thoroughlystudied the relief and its copies, concluded that
althoughthe generalappearanceof the head and its dimensionsmatch those of the Eleusinian
relief and the New Yorkcopy, differencesin details (the frontaleye and the wrinklerunning
from the inner corner of the eye across the cheek) relate the fragment to pieces like 1.55
Scenes XCVIII/XCIX, Lehmann-Hartleben1926, pl. 45, and scene CXXXVII, pl. 63.
50 It would be a helmet of the Montefortinotype which had a cylindricalcrest holder. See H. R. Robinson
'4

1975, pp. 13-25;Junkelmann 1986, pp. 170-172.
51 Parallelsfor this type of helmet in art have a loose, flowing crest: Rolland 1969, pl. 29. The height and
stiffnessof the formson 19 resemblethe feathersor hairsthat emerge from a crestin the shape of a low box; see
H. R. Robinson 1975, pp. 142-143, figs. 154-157.
52 D. M. Robinson 1926, figs. 31-37, 74-79.
53 Comparea fragmentaryreliefin the Vatican:Kaschnitz-Weinberg1937, no. 417, p. 189, pl. 77; Helbig4I,
122 (Simon);Hafner 1987, pp. 242-248. Simon dates the reliefto the firsthalf of the 1st centuryB.C. Hafner's
date of the 3rd centuryB.C. is far too early.
54 Note depictionsof signmfe?i
on the Great TrajanicFrieze: LeanderTouati 1987, pl. 11; Trajan'sColumn:
e.g., scenes III, IV,V, Lehmann-Hartleben1926, pl. 6; and the Aurelianpanel reliefs:Ryberg 1967, pl. XXVII,
fig. 27; pl. XXXVI, fig. 37:a. ForHerculesat a sacrifice,comparethe scene of sacrificeto the Genii Augustorum
on the arch at Leptis Magna, Ryberg 1955, p. 135, pl. XLVIII, fig. 73:a.
55 L. Schneider 1973, p. 117; Ridgway 1981a, p. 138, note 19; and Ridgway 1984, p. 75. Ridgway
(1981b, pp. 437-438, note 65) believes that 24 is a replica of the Great Eleusinian Relief and suggests that
the similaritiesbetween it and the other reliefs at Corinth are due to a common workshop. Nevertheless,
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He rightlyassociated 24 with our series of reliefs. When compared to the other heads (1,
9, 10, 11), the more regularfeaturesof 24 suggest a classicizingimage that would, in this
context, be appropriatefor a goddess.
Although 25, showing a three-quarterface, is less strikinglylike the other heads, it
probablyalso belongs to this series(P1.67). It may representMinerva.56The dimensionsof
the whole and of details closely match those of the other heads. The height of the relief
and the thicknessof the slab conformto the group. The goddess'head seems to be workedin
greater detail than the other heads, but that may not be a fair criterionfor her attribution,
since no other heads of comparablepose or requiringby their nature such elaborationhave
been preserved. The separationof the locks of hair into short S-shaped sections, each of
which is engraved with lines, is found also on the hair and beard of 1 1 and the beard of
1. The more formalized patterns and the greater amount of drillworkon 25 should not
surprise. The stylisticrelationshipbetween the head of Minerva and the other heads is like
that between the deities and mortals on the Cancelleria reliefs.57 The form of the Attic
helmet and some details of carving are paralleledon 62 and 64 (P1.73), two pieces labeled
"LechaionRoad". Comparealso the helmet on 17 (P1.66), which was found in a marblepile
near the arch.
Difficult to interpret convincingly is the torso 26 (P1.67). The figure wears a tunic
belted at the waist. The right arm stretches across the body; the elbow is bent and the
lower arm reaches up. Just above the left shoulderthe backgroundis engravedwith bladeshaped patterns. The patternsrepresentthe leaves of a branch which was probablyheld in
the figure'sleft hand and crossed its shoulder. The pose and the branch recall images of
Victoria,58but the lack of breasts suggeststhat the figure is male. Also, the blade shapes
of the leaves are hard to see as those of a palm. It may be a laurel branch, like those
carried by attendantson the Altar of Domitius Ahenobarbusor on one of the silver cups
from Boscoreale.59
A similarproblem of interpretationis posed by the figureson 27 (P1.67). The fragment
preservesthe lower chest and upper stomachmusclesof a male along whose left side drapery
falls. At bottom, the innermostfold begins to curve to the left;an edge of cloth fallsbeside it.
The figure appears to be wrapped in a Greek himation. The left arm of a second figure
crosses the chest at the top. This arm seems to be at a slightlylarger scale than the torso.
Like 18, 27 shows the type of overlappingfiguresfound in the fragments.
The costume might mark the figure on 27 as a deity or a personification.But on some
sacrificescenes in the east the attireof attendantsdoes not conform to the western tradition.
the technical similaritiesare too strong to deny the connection between 24 and the "historicalfrieze". Note
that the measurementfor the thicknessof the relief given in Corinth
IX, [i], p. 135 and repeated by Schneider
(1973, p. 117, note 126) is incorrect;the thicknessof 24 agrees with that of other pieces from the "historical
frieze". Ridgway's argument that a difference in dimensions allows for the interpretationof 24 as a copy
of the EleusinianRelief and its separationfrom the other Corinthfragmentsis based on erroneousinformation.
56 Ridgway 198lb, p. 438. Since the helmet is very differentfrom that of the Athena Parthenos,it cannot be
considereda direct reflection.
57 Magi 1945; for example, comparepls. XIII and XIV.
58 Holscher 1967,passim.
59 Altar of Domitius Ahenobarbus:most recently,see Torelli 1982, pp. 5-16, pl. I:4, c, d. Boscoreale cup:
Baratte 1986, pp. 72-75; Zanker 1987, pp. 229-230, ill. 181 (= 1988, pp. 228-229, fig. 181).
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One can compare the clothes of the men who lead bulls on the Parthianmonument from
Ephesos and on the sacrificialfrieze from Perge in the Antalya Museum.60 Unfortunately,
there is not enough evidence to make any identificationsure.
28 shows a barbariancaptive beside a tree trunk(P1.68). His arms are bound behind
his back, and the positions of his thighs suggest that he knelt on his right knee facing to
the right.6' His torso is frontal, and he turns his head back to the left. The figure wears
a long-sleevedtunic, tied at the waistby twistedcloth, and pants;he is probablya Parthian.62
The barbariancaptive is smallerthan the other figures,but that does not exclude him
from the group. A change in scale may have been requiredby the height of the composition.
29 showsa helmet on top of a pole (P1.68), only the very top of which is preserved,but enough
to show that trophieswere representedon the reliefs. This allows for the interpretationof
the tree on 28 as the lower part of a trophy. It also indicates that the armor hanging on
the tree would be life-size. Given these clues, the total height of the trophyrepresentedby 28
can be estimated to be between 1.64 m. and 2.00 m. A reconstructedheight for the scene
of the sacrifice of the bull is 1.4 m., but since some figures were represented at a slightly
higher level than others, we can take 2 meters as the probable height of the composition.
There was simply not enough room to carve the armor on the trophy and the barbarian
captive at the same scale.63
Other barbariansare indicated by fragmentsof a sleeved arm (34) and trouseredlegs
(30-33). Long cloaksappearto the rightof the thigh on 31 and between the legs on 33. The
top of a skirtis preservedon 32 (P1.68).64 35 showscatenaryfoldsfallingover an upper right
leg (P1.69). Looser draperyfalls diagonallyabove, and a single straightfold runs vertically
down the left edge of the fragment. The piece may representthe loose-fittingleggingsworn
by Parthians,as, for example, in the famousbronze statueof a chieftainfrom Shami.65The
folds at top might be the lower edge of a tunic, the verticalfold at left the edge of a mantle.
The borderpatternof a spiralingvine with leavesand flowerson 36 recallsthe decorative
designs on clothes and cushions in Palmyrenesculpture(P1.69).66 The sculptormay have
been intentionallyrecallingthe elaborate and sumptuouseffects of eastern textiles. Below
the lower edge of the cloth on 36 are three shafts, and above the edge at top are spadeshapedforms that overlap. Whetherthe latterrepresentleaves, feathers,or scales is difficult
60 Parthianmonument: Oberleitneretal. 1978, p. 63, fig. 59; Vermeule 1968, p. 113, fig. 43; Eichler 1971,

pp. 1 6-i 17, fig. 16. Perge frieze: Ozgen and Ozgen 1988, p. 99, fig. 115, and p. 209.
61 For a comparable pose, see the captive to the left of a trophy on a cuirassed statue from the victory
monument at St. Bertrandde Comminges. Picard 1957, pl. 16; Stemmer 1978, pp. 23-24, pl. 11:1.
62 For the dressof easternbarbarians,see R. M. Schneider 1986, p. 19. For the twistedcloth at the waist, see
a figurefrom the Parthianmonument at Ephesos: Vermeule 1968, p. 104, fig. 36; Eichler 1971, p. 110, fig. 7.
63 Compare the captivesbeside a trophy on a Severan relief in the Terme Museum, no. 8640: Helbig4 III,
2357 (Simon);Giuliano 1983, no. 83, pp. 195-198; Koeppel 1986, no. 44, pp. 85-86, ill. 50.
64 The best comparison for the fragmentsis a relief from Hallado in Tarragona, which shows a frontal,
bound captive: Balil 1985, no. 156, pp. 217-218, pl. VII.
65 Seyrig 1939, pp. 177-183,
pl. XXV; Kraus 1967, no. 392, p. 291; Colledge 1977, p. 86, fig. 12.
66
Note the borderpatternon the cloakand tunic of the recliningMalkuon a funeraryplaque in Copenhagen
(Colledge 1976, fig. 98) or on the pants of a statue in Palmyra(Colledge 1976, fig. 112). Virtually identical
to the floral scroll on 36 is that on a fragmentof the cushion of a couch from a funeraryrelief in Palmyra:
Michalowski1964, no. 46, p. 109, fig. 147.
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to determine, as is the interpretationof the fragment as a whole. Either a trophy or
overlappingbanners might be suggested by the falling cloth and the shafts, but it is hard
to visualizeeither.
Equallymysteriousis the object representedon 37 (P1.69). A seriesof concentricbands
surroundsa wide shaft. The lower(?)bands are compressed by a curved form that runs
behind the shaft. The top of the shaft opens into a wide oval, and a broken form crosses
the opening at the upper left. Although no close parallelscan be found, the object is best
relatedto laminatedarm and leg guardsworn by Roman gladiatorsand soldiers,which were
first used in the 2nd century after Christ.67 They were used by Parthianriders as well; at
least the famous graffitoof a Parthianclibanariusfrom Dura Europosand the stucco reliefs
from Khaltchayansuggestit.68 Might the formsrepresentedon 37 be a segmentedguardon
the arm of a trophy? The curved object behind could be the rim of a shield whose edge
pushes the lower rings together.
Fragmentswith life-size hands holding (38) or near (39, 40) some object (P1.69), an
innerwristwith draperyfallingover it (41), a lower arm in frontof cloth (42), a drapedupper
arm and shoulder(43), tasseledcorners of verticallyfalling cloth (44, 45), and overlapping
folds (46A9) all belong to this series (P1.70). Their significancebeyond this cannot be
determined.
Scene
TheSacrifice
Even though so little is left, the preservedfragmentsprovide enough clues to identify
the subject matter. The sacrifice of a bull with at least one other victim in readiness is
recognizable. Over sixtyyears ago Otto Brendelinvestigatedthis theme of the "Stiert6tung"
in Roman art and noted its formulaic components but also its compositional variety.69
Without knowing how the other components were arranged, we can still name who and
what were present. There must have been an altarand a priest,in all likelihoodthe emperor
himself. A flute player would have stood beside the altar and a camillusnearby. The bull
being sacrificedrequired a servant who would hold down the head and perhaps cut the
animal'sthroat. It has alreadybeen shown that a servantcould have stood behind one of the
bulls, and there must have been at least one other to accompany the second victim. The
deities who can be named are Minerva and Hercules. They should be the recipients of
the sacrifice.
Soldiers at a sacrificeare familiarfrom many examples, but the presence of barbarian
captivesand especiallyof trophiesis unusual. This raisesthe realpossibilitythat the fragments
from this group originallybelonged to two differentscenes: a scene of sacrificeand perhaps
a scene of submission.70 If that is the case, it becomes impossible to tell to which of
the two scenes many of the fragmentsbelonged, and that makes an attempt at a graphic
reconstructionof either scene very difficult. Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to try to
67

H. R. Robinson 1975, p. 186.
Dura Europosclibanarius:Ghirshman 1962, p. 52, fig. 63:c; H. R. Robinson 1975, p. 189. Khaltchayan
stucco reliefs: Colledge 1977, p. 96, fig. 27:a. Laminatedarm guards distinguishParthianson the Sassanian
rock carvingsat Firuzabad:Ghirshman 1962, pp. 127-130.
69
Brendel 1930. See also Ryberg 1955, pp. 196-200 and Holscher 1987, pp. 52-53.
70
On submissionscenes in historicalreliefs,see most recently Gabelmann 1984, pp. 169-177.
68
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FIG.6. Reconstructionof the sacrificescene from Phase 2 of the arch (author'sdrawing)

visualizeat least the sacrificescene but, at the same time, to make no claims that the results
can give more than a rough approximationof the original. The reconstructionpresented
here (Fig.6) is simplyone possibilityamong many, and it is hoped that with new discoveries,
and with reinterpretationsof the less securelyidentifiedfragments,the picture will become
more firmlyfixed. Meanwhile, by forcing ourselvesto make choices for the reconstruction,
we can gain insightinto the possibilitiesof meaning and composition.
The directionand pose ofthepopa,as it can be reconstructedfrom 1, 2, and 3, suggested
that the sacrificialvictim faced right. That makes the animal represented on 4 a likely
candidate,althoughthe humanfeet on the fragmentshouldbelong to an attendingvictimarius.
Possiblythe attendantheld the plate (lanx)with the molasalsa,as does the attendant on the
Altar of Manlius in the Vatican.71The Altar of Manlius shows two victimariiholding down
the victim'shead. The numberof attendantswho performthis functionon Roman historical
reliefs can vary, but there must have been at least one on the Corinth relief. Whether the
attendant(cultrarius)
cut the bull'sthroatwe cannot know. Nor is there evidence as to whether
the popaused a mallet (malleus),
with which to stun the victim, or an axe.72 But even with
these uncertaintiesthe image of the sacrificeof the bull is comprehensiblein its main outlines.
On most examplesin Roman art the sacrificialvictimfaces the altar.73It is reasonableto
conclude that this was the case for the Corinth relief and to place the sacrificeof the bull
at the left of the compositionand the altarat the right. The male head, 9, being capitevelato,
must have stood by the altarbut shouldnot be thepontjfex,
who would not turn his back to the
71

See note 39 above.
On many examples, the victimarius
carriesthe malleus,e.g., on the altar of the magistratesfrom the Vicus
Aescletiin the ConservatoriMuseum: Ryberg 1955, pl. XVI, fig. 30; Helbig4II, 1741 (Simon);Holscher 1988,
no. 217, pp. 390-391. A fragmentaryfrieze from Cosa: Ryberg 1955, p. 106, pl. XXXV, fig. 53. Scenes
from Trajan'sColumn, scene XCI, Lehmann-Hartleben1926, pl. 42; scene CIII, Lehmann-Hartleben1926,
pl. 48. I know of no examples, however, on which the popaswings the blunt malleusover his head, rather
than the sharp-edgedblade of the axe.
73 An exception is the sacrificescene on Trajan'sarch at Beneventum(P1.61:c): Rotili 1972, pl. LIII.
72
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sacrifice. Certainlythe balding head, 10, suggestsa portrait,although pseudo-portraitsare
common for bystandersin imperialreliefs,to lend an effectof actuality.In the reconstruction
I have placed this figure behind and slightlyabove the veiled man representedon 9. That
drapedfiguresstood at a higher level than others is suggestedby the folds of cloth that hang
behind the popa'sleft arm on 1. Since the figure on 10 is not veiled, he may not have been
so intimatelyassociatedwith the group around the altar. I have given his feet an artificial
groundline,like that on 14. Formulaiccomponentsof the sacrificethat had to be present are
a flute player (tibicen)
and a camilluswho holds the incense box (acerra).Not one fragment
can be securelyassociatedwith these figures,but they were certainlythere.
24, like 9 and 10, preservesa face in profile to the right. The height of the relief is
lower on 24, so that it might be from a figurein the background.It has been noted that the
classicizingfeaturesof 24 suggesta goddess;Victoria would be appropriatefor the scene.74
She could have appearedin the upperbackgroundand crownedthe emperor.The possibility
that the torso 26 representedVictoria has been consideredand rejected,but even if it does,
26 cannot belong with 24. The height of the reliefof 26 suggestsa figurein the foreground.
Since the interpretationof 26 is unclear, I have omitted it from the reconstructionof the
sacrificescene, although it may belong. For the emperor, I have chosen a standardpose
of a togatus
pouring a libation. The calceuson 8 shouldbelong to a togatus,75
and I have used it
for the right foot of the emperor. Since the emperor would have poured a libation over
the altar,the metal hydria,6, may have stood beside him.
Three figures faced left and thereforeare placed in the right half of the composition,
turned toward the sacrifice. The sandaledfeet on the molded base, 20 and 21, have been
interpretedas the feet of a statue. The sandals and drapery,22, suggest a goddess. It is
tempting to associate the head of Minerva, 25, with this figure.76 Such an image should
not be far from the altar. The foot of Hercules rests on the lower border of the relief, so
that the god appears to be physicallypresent and not a statue. In the reconstruction,the
god's pose is derived from depictions on coins and medallions of Hercules at a sacrifice,
where he has wrappedhis lionskinaround his left arm and holds the club in his right hand.
He should be Hercules Invictus.77
5 preservesa bovine hoof turned left and must belong to a second victim. This victim
would have been led by a victimarius.78I have given this second animal the dorsuale
worn
by victimsin sacrificialprocessions.79If the two victimswere for the two gods, then the one
74 For examples, see the round base in Civita Castellana: Ryberg 1955, p. 27, pl. VII, fig. 16; Holscher
1988, no. 213, pp. 382-383; a fragmentaryrelief in the Louvre, Koeppel 1986, no. 22, pp. 46-47, fig. 26;
and the sacrificescene from the Decennalia base in the Roman Forum,Kahler 1964, pls. 3, 4.
75 See note 42 above.
76 The fragment 25 is roughly finished on the back, while the back surfaceof 20 is smooth. But since the
scene was composed of slabsjoined horizontallyas well as vertically(compare 14), the finish of the back does
not prove or disprovean associationin this case.
77 LIMCIV, 1988, p. 826, no. 1579:d,e, 1,s.v.Herakles(J. Boardman).For Hercules Invictusat a sacrifice,
see an altar in the Villa Borghese: Ryberg 1955, pp. 23-27, pl. VII, fig. 15:a, b; Helbig4 II, 1958 (Simon),
pp. 718-720.
78 Compare a fragmentaryrelief in Narbonne: Esperandieu1907-1981, I, no. 571, p. 369.
79 See the reliefs, generally attributedto the Ara Pietatis, in the Villa Medici: Torelli 1982, pp. 63-82,
pls. III.20, III.21; Koeppel 1983a, nos. 12, 13, pp. 98-103, figs. 13-17.
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being sacrificedshould be a heifer for Minerva and the other a bull for Hercules.80 It is
tempting to think that the representationof a statue of Minerva localizes the event in the
Corinthianforum, in the center of which Pausanias(2.3.1) saw such a statue.
TheSubmission
Scene
The reconstructionpresentedabove has the virtuethat no figureis wholly inventedwithout eitherphysicalor iconographicevidence. A reconstructionof the second reliefwould be
otherwise. The only elementwhich can be visualizedwith any chance of reliabilityis the trophy with the captivebarbarianon 28. The presenceof other captivesand of Roman soldiers
suggeststhat the scene might be a submission. Submisssionscenes are best known from the
magnificentdepictionsof the theme on Trajan'sColumn.81 Indeed, submissionscenes first
appearon historicalreliefsduringthe Trajanicperiod, but the theme is found in art as early
as the silvercups from Boscorealeand may have Greek artisticprototypes.82The essential
element aroundwhich variablecomponentsare arrangedis the emperor,who, either standing or seated on the sellacurulis,extends his righthand to a kneelingbarbarian.The captive,
presumablya royal personage, either stretchesout his arms to the emperor in a gesture of
supplication,presents a child to him, or, most rarely,is bound and prostratedby a soldier.
Around this centralunit are grouped Roman soldiersand captives,male and female.83
In addition to the depictions on the columns of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius, scenes
of submissionare preserved on a relief dated to the early Antonine period in the Museo
Torlonia,on one of the panel reliefsof MarcusAurelius,on the Arch of SeptimiusSeverusin
Rome, and on the Arch of Galeriusin Thessaloniki.84Drawingsof the sculpturedbase of the
Aureliancolumn show a submissionscene (P1.59:a)which appearsto be comparablein scale
to the type of depictionthat could be imaginedfor the reliefat Corinth.85On Antonine and
later sarcophagi,the theme is taken over to the privatesphere. The sarcophagi,particularly
examples in the Terme and Vatican Museums (P1.60:a) with standingbarbarians,soldiers,
and trophies,give an idea of the compositionof the submissionscene at Corinth.86
That a submissionscene is a meaningfulcounterpartto a sacrificeis indicated by one
group of the "MarriageSarcophagi"on which the submissionis combined with a sacrifice
and the weddingof the deceased.87Long ago, Rodenwaldtpointed out that these sarcophagi
shouldnot be read as biographicalnarrativesbut ratheras illustrationsof the cardinalvirtues
of the Roman militarycommanderas enshrinedin the inscriptionon the shieldplaced by the
80 A similar composition is found on one of the attic reliefs from the Arch of Septimius Severus at Leptis
Magna: Ryberg 1955, pl. LVII, fig. 89:a, b.
81 E.g., scene LXXV, Lehmann-Hartleben1926, pl. 35.
82 Brilliant1963, pp. 122-125,
150-161, 189-195. Forthe Greekantecedent,see Adriani 1960, pp. 1 1-125,
pls. 34-36; Giuliano 1985a, no. VI, 7, pp. 273-279.
83
See Gabelmann 1984, pp. 132-138.
84
Museo Torloniarelief: Cianfarani1949-1950, pp. 235-254, pl. 1. MarcusAureliuspanel reliefs:Ryberg
1967, pl. XLIII, fig. 44. Arch of Septimius Severus: Brilliant 1967, panel II, pls. 68, 72:a; panel III, pls. 77,
79:c. Arch of Galerius:Laubscher1975, pls. 25, 34.
85
Becatti 1960, pl. 5.
86
Koch and Sichtermann 1982, pp. 106-107, pls. 95, 96; for the sarcophagusin the Terme Museum, see
Giuliano 1985a, VI, 7, pp. 273-279; for the sarcophagusin the Vatican, see Brilliant 1963, p. 160, fig. 3:140.
87
Koch and Sichtermann 1982, pp. 99-101, pls. 93, 94.
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Senate in the Curiain honor of Augustus.88The sacrificerepresentsthe deceased'spietas,the
Holscher recognized these three themes
submissionhis cdmentia,and his wedding concordia.
together with the fourth virtue, virtus,on the two silver cups from Boscoreale.89 The two
panel reliefsfrom Corinthcould be read as counterpartscelebratingthepietasand clmentiaof
the emperor. The qualityof virtusis illustratedby the second group of reliefsisolatedfrom the
fragmentsof the "historicalfrieze".
THE WEAPONSFRIEZE

The second group of fragmentsdepicts arms and armor. Empty helmets and cuirasses,
together with spears, swords,bows, and arrows,lean against each other or rest upright on
the lower edge of the relief. Enough pieces are well enough preserved to show that the
weapons were not simply the accoutrementsof the soldierson the panel reliefsbut form an
independentgroup. Forthe most fragmentaryexamplesthe possibilityexists that they could
belong to eithergroup. Technicaland physicalcharacteristicsdo not offermuch help in that
respect. On the whole, the fragmentsof the weapons frieze are less carefullyfinished than
those of the figurereliefs. Backgroundsare rough, and reliefsurfacesare simplycarvedwith
flat and toothed chisels. But that same finishis found on some fragmentsof the figurereliefs.
The ranges of thicknessand height of relief are more or less the same for the fragmentsof
the figure reliefs and the weapons frieze, and the edges preservedon fragmentsfrom both
groups are finished with a small chisel. But unless there is some good reason to attribute
a fragmentaryrepresentationof armor to the figure reliefs, it is better to include it in the
weapons frieze. Exampleswith cuirassesillustratethe problem.
50 is the best preserved of the fragmentsfrom the weapons frieze (P1.71). It depicts
and a cingulum
tied below the chest.90
a muscle cuirass(thorax)
with shoulderstraps(humeralia)
A studded baldric (balteus)
crosses from the right shoulder to the left side. Fringed straps
(pteryges)
emerge from the armholes. At the lower left, the shaftsof two spearspass behind
the cuirass. The cuirassleaned to the right, as indicated by the differentangles at which
fall: those at right stick straightout, those at left curve down and fall close to
the pteryges
the side.91 51, 52, and 53, which representthe lower edge of a cuirassand the short flaps
below, as well as the longer pterygesand their fringed lower edges, can be associated with
50 on the basis of scale and technique (P1.71). The backs of all four fragmentsare rough
from the sleevesof eithera similarmuscle cuirassor a lorica
picked.9254 preservesthepteryges
88 Rodenwaldt 1935, pp. 5-17. On the shield (ResgestaeDi Augu-sti
34.2), see Holscher 1967, pp. 102-112.

89 Holscher 1980a, pp. 281-290. See also Gabelmann 1984, pp. 132-141. For submission scenes,
Rodenwaldt (1935, p. 17) distinguishedbetween representationsin which the commander sits, which he
thought represented iustitia,and those on which the leader stands, cementia. See also Angelicoussis 1984,
pp. 148-149. Holscher and Gabelmannagree that this distinctionis not valid.
90 H. R. Robinson 1975, pp. 147-152;Junkelmann 1986, pp. 162-163.
91 Compare the position of a cuirass on the weapons frieze of the Arch of the Sergi at Pola: Traversari
1971, fig. 48. Cuirasseson a fragmentaryrelief in Langres (Esperandieu1907-1981, IV, no. 3319, p. 312)
and on the Altar of Domitian in Ephesos (Alzinger 1972, p. 22, fig. 14) are especially good parallels in this
respect.
92 H. R. Robinson (1975, p. 149) argues that the short flaps and the long pteryges
belong to a single leather
garment worn underneath the cuirass. Junkelmann(1986, p. 162) thinks the flaps were attached separately
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The preservedleft edge of the fragmentgivesits properalignment. If the cuirass
segmentata.93
do not hang straightdown. But
leaned to the left, it is difficultto imagine why the pteryges
the amount and angle of curve to the strapsare too great to reconstructa cuirassleaning
right. The other possibilityis that the fragmentpreservesarmor covering the upper right
arm of a soldierfrom one of the figurereliefs.94
55,56, and 57 (P1.72) are fragmentsof a singlecuirassmade of overlappingscales (lorica
which fall beneath the scales and a part
squamata).95 56 preservesthe short and long pteryges
of the hilt and shaft of a sword at lower right. A trace of the balteusappears at the upper
and the rim of a shield at left. 55 preserves
right. The badly worn 57 gives the pteryges
the empty armhole with the lower row of scales falling back.96 This last indicates that the
cuirassleaned to the right. 58 also shows a scale cuirasswhich leans to the right (P1.72); the
alignment is made sure by the edge preservedat right. Because the back of 58 is rough
picked it must belong to a differentcuirassfrom the one representedby 55. Two rows of
scales are preservedon 59 (P1.72). It is impossibleto know whether it comes from a third
scale cuirassor was part of the attireof a soldierfrom the panel reliefs.
The roughly workedpterygesof 60 belong to a cuirass of undetermined type (P1.72),
which leaned sharply to the right. Whether or not the pteryges
on 61 also belonged to the
weaponsfriezeis hardto decide (P1.72). The thicknessof the relief,althoughnot unparalleled
by pieces from the frieze, fits better with fragmentsfrom the figurereliefs.
Partsof at least two possiblyAttic helmetsare preserved:62, in profileto the left, and 63,
viewed from the front (P1.73). 64 representsthe fronthairs of a crest (P1.73), probablyfrom
the helmet 62. A featheris attachedto the side of 63. The decorationrecallsthe feathers
attachedby plume tubes to helmets on the GreatTrajanicFrieze.98But on 63, the featheris
fastenedfartherout, at the side of the helmet, and that form is close to Hellenistictypes.99
Five fragmentspreservethe tips of spears (pila;P1.73).100The ribbed spearpointsare
either angular (65-67) or rounded (68, 69). 66 and 68 show the connection between the
wooden shafts and the bronze points. Beside the three shafts on 66 is the curving edge of
a shieldin three-quarterview. More difficultto understandis the form beside the spearpoint
to the lower edge of the armor. The quality of carving on the Corinth fragmentsis not such as to inspire
confidence in literaldepictionsof the detailsof armor.
93 H. R. Robinson 1975, pp. 174-186;Junkelmann 1986, p. 168.
94 Compare, for example, the pteryges that fall over the upper right arm of the figure, possibly Honos, who
presentsthe recruitto Trajanon one of the panel reliefsfrom the Arch at Beneventum:Rotili 1972, pl. XC. On
the difficultyof naming this figure,see Simon 1981, p. 7.
95 H. R. Robinson 1975, pp. 153-161 ;Junkelmann1986, pp. 168-169. Althoughfrequentlyrepresentedin
Roman sculpture, loricasquamataare unusual on weapons friezes. In addition to the Corinth examples, the
only other that I know is from the 3rd-centurypropylon at PisidianAntioch: D. M. Robinson 1926, p. 54,
fig. 87.
96 Compare the loose scales which fall back on the raised right arm of the gladiatoron a relief in Munich:
Froning 1981, p. 80, pl. 21.
97 Compare the crest of Minerva on 25.
98 LeanderTouati 1987, pl. 29, figs. 1, 5; H. R. Robinson 1975, p. 141.
99 Compare a helmet painted in the backgroundon the Alexander Sarcophagus: Schefold 1968, pl. 5;
Dintsis 1986, no. 193:b,p. 268, pl. 46, fig. 3.
'00 For this weapon, seeJunkelmann 1986, pp. 186-189.
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on 65. It may represent a greave at the knee. A parallel for the representationis found
in a fragment of a weapons frieze from Narbonne.101 The axe on 70 (P1.74) also finds
comparisonson reliefsfrom southern Gaul (P1.60:b, c).l02
The round objects on 71, 72, and 73 are the sphericalpommels on the hilts of swords
(P1.74).103On 74 a pommel of one swordoverlapsthe curvedblade of another(P1.74).104A
sheath for a curved sword leans against a bow on 75 (P1.74). The three points on 76 are
arrowheads(P1.74). Bows and arrows are not common among the arms and armor on
weapons friezes.105A fragmentarystatuebase from the Corinthianforum provides another
example (P1.61:a).106In both cases, it is possiblethat the referenceis to the fame of Parthian
archers. 107

It is surprisingthat it has not been possibleto identifymore shieldsfrom the "historical
frieze",since on most examplesof weapons friezes,shieldsappearmore frequentlythan any
other type of armor. 77 preservesthe head of a griffinon top of a flat, smooth surface(P1.74).
The fragmentshould be read as part of a griffinpelta. Similarpeltae occur on reliefsfrom
southernFrance and on the 3rd-centurypropylonat PisidianAntioch.108The griffin-head
pelta may also have contributedto the orientalflavorof the weapons on the frieze.
There is little evidence for the height of the weapons frieze. A restoredheight for the
cuirass, 50, should be about 0.60 m., but since the armor leans to the right, its height as
depicted might have been somewhat less. Nevertheless,a frieze height of around 0.60 m.
would seem to be the minimum necessary if the spear shafts on 66 were depicted with
any degree of realism. There is no indication that the weapons were piled on top of each
Esperandieu1907-1981, I, no. 723, p. 437.
Esperandieu1907-1981, I, no. 688, p. 422; no. 698, pp. 426-427; no. 715, pp. 433-434.
103 Junkelmann 1986, pp.
180-184.
104 Compare the daggerson friezesin Narbonne (Esperandieu1907-1981, I, no. 688, p. 422; no. 711, p. 432)
and on the Arch of the Sergi at Pola (Traversari1971, fig. 47).
105 Anotherexample of bows and arrowson a weaponsfriezeis from the Council House at Miletos: Knackfuss
etal. 1908, pp. 80-87; see also a relief in the Villa Albani: Bol 1989, no. 126, pp. 394-397, pl. 226.
106 S 3744. Found August 12, 1937, in modern fill north of the Bema. Height 0.391 m.; restoreddiameter,
slightlyover 1.00 m. Fine-grainedwhite marblewith heavy mica streaks.Fasciaand torusmolding at bottom.
Resting surfacesmoothed with chisel. Top surfaceextremelyweathered. Two cuttings 0.20 m. apart on top
near edge; the larger cutting is roughly rectangularand the smaller,square. Both reach a depth of 0.085 m.
below the top. Bottoms of cuttings rough picked. Since these cuttings appear close to the edge, it is likely
that the large base supported more than one statue. Compare the composite-circlebase from the forum,
Corinth
I, iii, pp. 146-147, pl. 67:2.
Carved on the side of the base, from left to right: tipped rectangularshield, partly covered by quiver
and bow; second shield above; two more shields by the first, with quiver above the second; cuirass tipped
to left; rectangularshield on side with diamond-shapedpanel and helmet with crest below; standardbehind
shield;pelta beside standard;circularshield decoratedwith wreath;above, rectangularshield decoratedwith
thunderbolt;beside circularshield, cuirass tipped left; beneath cuirass, conical helmet; female figure seated
on cuirass;four rectangularshieldsoriented in differentdirections;axe(?)above; circularshield at edge.
The lack of drill work and the precise carving of details suggest a date in the 1st century after Christ.
A monument in honor of Nero's victories against the Parthians provides an explanation for the size and
iconographyof the base.
107
Rausing 1967, pp. 103-107.
108
Esperandieu1907-198 1, I, no. 745, p. 448; D. M. Robinson 1926, pp. 52-55, figs. 82, 84. On the griffin
pelta, see Thompson 1968, pp. 47-58.
101
102
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other as they are, for example, on the reliefson the arch at Orange or the base of Trajan's
Column.109 If 0.60 m. is a minimum height for the weapons frieze, a maximum height
should not be much more, perhaps approximately0.70 m. These calculationsagree well
with the heightsof the friezeblocksfrom the Augustanarch and the 3rd-centurypropylonat
Pisidian Antioch and with fragmentsof weapons friezes from Narbonne.' 10 As far as we
can judge the composition of the Corinth frieze, the examples from Narbonne provide the
best parallels:objectsdistributedat regularintervals,with some overlapping,but in general
clearlydistinguishedfrom each other (P1.60:b, c).
The tradition of weapons friezes as depictions of booty reaches back at least to the
balustrade of the precinct of Athena built by Eumenes II at Pergamon.111 Certainly
the ultimate inspirationswere monuments erected from real booty, although the apparent
disorder on the Pergamene frieze suggestsweapons heaped together after battle.112 The
earliestevidencefor such an image in artis the statueofAitolia at Delphi, dedicatedsoon after
278 B.C., where the personificationsits on a pile of arms and armor.113The weapons frieze
on the Arch of the Sergi at Pola and reliefsprobablyfrom private funerarymonuments in
Parma, Turin, and Scafa of the earlyImperialperiod show the continuationof the tradition
and its spreadto Italy.114
Alongside this "Pergamene"tradition of "arms artisticallydisordered",there exists a
second type of weapons frieze in which the arms and armor are paratacticallyand carefully
placed, often appearingto be eitherattachedto a backgroundor sittingon a shallowledge.115
The earliestexamples, probably inspiredby displaysof weapons hung on walls,116 are not
carved but painted. Paintings on the walls of the Tomba Giglioli in Tarquinia give a
Hellenistic example of the early 3rd century B.C.; those in the lunettes of the Tomb of
Lyson and Kalliklesin Macedonia anotherdated around200 B.C. 117 Weaponsin relieffrom
the east gate at Side, dated by Mansel to the 2nd century B.C., recall both these painted
tombs.118 Note particularlythe swords and baldricsillusionisticallysuspended from nails.
Similarreliefswith shieldsand cuirassesfrom one of the city gates at Selge have been dated
after the mid-2nd century B.C.'19 Cristofanithinks the traditionis Macedonian and came
109 Amy 1962, pls. 75-77. Gamber 1964, pp. 7-34.
110 D. M. Robinson 1926, pp. 37-41, 52-56; Esperandieu1907-1981, I, no. 688, p. 422; no. 694, p. 425;

nos. 711-713, pp. 432-433.
111 Droysen 1935, pls. XLIII-L; Lbiwy1928, pp. 5-6; Picard 1957, pp. 83-84. See alsoJaeckel 1965,
pp. 94-122.
112 Picard (1957, pp. 19-21) argues that the heaping up of enemy weapons to form a trophy does not occur
before the Hellenisticperiod.
113 Reinach 1911, pp. 177-240; Courby 1927, pp. 288-291.
114 Arch of the Sergi: Traversari 1971, pp. 73-78, figs. 45-50. Parma: Lowy 1928, pl. III. Turin: Lowy
1928, pl. II. For the dates of the latter two, see Coarelli 1972, p. 434. Scafa: Russo 1981, pp. 30-43, figs. 1-3.
115 Mansel 1966, pp. 367-375, figs.
2-44.
116 As a good example, note the dedicationby the Aitoliansof arms taken from the Gauls in 279 B.C. These
apparentlyhung on the back wall of the West Stoa at Delphi. Amandry 1978, pp. 571-581.
117 Tomba Giglioli: Cristofani 1967, pp. 288-303, pls. 1-17. Tomb of Lyson and Kallikles: Makaronas
and Miller 1974, pp. 248-259, illustrationson p. 257. Miller 1993, pls. II, III, nos. 9, 12, 13; pp. 47-58
on the weapons, p. 92 on the date.
118 Mansel 1966; see also Mansel 1968, pp. 239-279.
119 Machatschekand Schwarz 1981, pp. 42-46, Abb. 17.
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to Etruria by way of Taranto.120 In this context is found a tradition for the weapons depicted
on the Republican frieze slabs in the Conservatori, identified by Holscher as part of the socle
of the monument erected by Bocchus for Sulla in 91 B.C.121
Gilbert-Charles Picard suggested that the elaborate compositions of arms and armor on
the arch at Orange represent booty as it might have been suspended on an arch.122 He
divorced the reliefs at Orange from the Greek Hellenistic tradition and thought that the
designer imposed his own order on the suspended weapons so as to make the individual
objects legible. One could also imagine that the artist adapted "Pergamene" weapons piles
to the architectural framework of the arch, flattening out what was essentially an illusionistic
design. Weapons friezes, either from public monuments or private tombs, in southern Gaul
show a preference for flat compositions, as if the weapons were laid together on a narrow
shelf rather than piled in a heap (P1. 60:b, c).123 The Corinth fragments have more in
common with the pieces in southern Gaul than with friezes from Asia Minor, where the
Pergamene tradition dominates. The similarity can be attributed partly to the poor quality
of the works being considered but also to the fact that both the Gallic and Corinthian friezes
seem to be provincial imitations of Roman monuments. 124
The weapons painted on the walls of Macedonian and Etruscan tombs are not booty but
represent the armor of the deceased. During the Hellenistic and Roman periods, private
funerary monuments in the east and west continued to use isolated weapons as indicative
of the deceased's career as a soldier.125 But when a pile of weapons is represented on
a funerary monument, the arms and armor mean something different. Not only is the
deceased understood to be a military man, but the emphasis lies in his role as a victor.
120

Cristofani 1967, p. 298.
Holscher 1980b, pp. 359-371, pl. 69. Most recently,Holscher 1988, pp. 384-386.
122
Picardin Amy 1962, p. 78.
123 Forexample, Esperandieu1907-1981, I, no. 693, p. 425; no. 697, p. 426; no. 700, pp. 427-428; no. 735,
p. 443; XV, no. 8705, pp. 23-24, pl. XXI.
124 The weapons friezes from the Council House at Miletos and at Pisidian Antioch have a similar flavor
of imitation, but in those cases the thing being imitatedmay be of Greek rather than Roman origin. For the
Roman date of the frieze at Miletos, see G. Kleiner 1968, p. 87. AlthoughLowy (1928, p. 6) dated the frieze at
Miletos to the 2nd centuryB.C., his reasonsfor consideringit a derivationfrom a Pergameneprototypeare still
worth considering. For example, the parallelsfor the weapons cited by Hermann Winnefeld in Knackfuss
et al. 1908 are mostly Hellenistic. Note especially the distinctivehelmet type with the forward-turnedcrest.
This is a Macedonian infantryhelmet as seen in the Tomb of Lyson and Kallikles(Markle 1982, p. 96) and
on the Alexander Sarcophagus(Schefold 1968, pls. 23-25). The weapons on the Miletos frieze recall those
suspendedin air on the friezesfrom PisidianAntioch (D. M. Robinson 1926). That a certain"weightlessness"is
common to the weapons on Roman friezes in Asia Minor is also seen on the Altar of Domitian at Ephesos
(Alzinger1972, p. 22, fig. 14, p. 46). This characteristicand the similarityof types of armor (helmets,shields,
cuirasses)suggest a date for the frieze from Miletos contemporarywith the Altar,most recently placed in the
mid-2nd century after Christ: Bammer 1988, p. 156.
125 Pfuhl and M6bius 1979, no. 2267, p. 546, pl. 320; nos. 2269, 2270, p. 547, pl. 320; no. 2275, p. 548,
pl. 321; no. 2276, p. 549, pl. 321. Giuliano 1985b, no. X, 18, pp. 531-534. In this connection, note the
arms and armor which appear either hanging or sitting on a ledge above the deceased on banqueting-hero
reliefs: for example, Dentzer 1982, R 286, p. 601, pl. 88, fig. 536; R 316, p. 605, pl. 93, fig. 565; R 321,
p. 606, pl. 94, fig. 570; Pfuhl and Mobius 1979, no. 1900, p. 456, pl. 273.
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Funeraryurns in Anagni and Bologna give evidence of the use of elaborateheaps of booty
on private monuments.126If Russo is correct in her identificationof fragmentaryweapons
friezesin the Abruzzias derivingfrom funerarymonuments,the practicecan be tracedback
at least as far as the firsthalf of the 1st centuryafterChrist.127Many of the weapons friezesin
Gaul may come from similarmonuments.
Legends on coins showing scenes of adventus,
profectio,and the emperor victorious in
combat or in a lion hunt read INVICT
VIRTUSor VIRTAVG.128
Rodenwaldt showed how
on the so-called Marriage Sarcophagi,scenes of victory or hunt were joined to submission
scenes and underlined the link between the deceased's virtusand his cdmentia.129Because
coins of the 3rd centuryrepresentthe emperor'striumphwith a personifiedVirtus, Holscher
interpretedthe triumphof Tiberius on one of the silver cups from Boscoreale as indicative
of that quality.'30 More significantfor the purpose of this paper is the representationof
the armed Trajan crowned by Victory in the relief at the top of the coffered ceiling of the
archwayat Beneventum (P1.61:b).'31 The scene is framed by a rich and detailed weapons
frieze. Nothing could be strongertestimonyto the connection between the weapons frieze
and the victorious emperor. Fittschen has given good reasons to think that the concept
representedin this scene is the virtusof Trajan.132
Picard excluded weapons friezes and representationsof piles of weapons from his
discussion of Roman trophies because he did not think Romans would have called them
But his observationthat, at least beginning with Nerva, the image of the trophy
tropaea.133
is linked with the concept of virtusis applicable to weapons friezes as well.134 Indeed,
the emperor's virtusis the theme that unifies the two figure reliefs (p. 282 above) and the
weapons frieze on the arch at Corinth. The two gods honored by the sacrificeare probably
MinervaVictrix and Hercules Invictus. Hercules'associationwith the emperor exemplifies
the imperial virtus,and the hero's physical presence makes it emphatic.'35 The emperor
honors the gods and demonstrateshis pietas, but the victory achieved was by means of his
virtus. We have already seen how the theme of cdmentiais another manifestation of the
emperor'svirtus.Even if good reasonscan be found to reconstructthe fragmentsin Corinth
in a differentway, the components of that reconstructionwill still relate to each other so
as to expressthis very Roman theme.
126

Anagni urn: Lovatelli 1900, pp. 241-265, pIs. XIV, XV; Lowy 1928, pp. 28-29, ills. 63-66. Bologna
urn: Picard 1957, pp. 355-356, pl. XV; Brizzolara1986, no. 32, pp. 75-76, pls. 65-67.
127 Russo 1981.
128
129
130
131
132
133

Koeppel 1969, pp. 150-151; Holscher 1980a, pp. 289-290.
Rodenwaldt 1935, pp. 8.
Holscher 1980a, pp. 286-287.
Rotili 1972, pl. XXI:2.
Fittschen 1972, p. 783.

Picard 1957, pp. 19-2 1.
Picard 1957, pp. 371-388. A temple decorated with a weapons frieze and with weapons piled in the
pediment appears on the right-handattic relief on the city side of the arch at Beneventum. It is interesting
to note Erika Simon's suggestion(1981, p. 10) that the building is the Temple of Honos and Virtus, built by
ClaudiusMarcellusfrom booty capturedat Syracuse.
135 Picard 1957, pp. 376-378.
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ATTRIBUTION

AND DATE

The findspotsof the fragmentsand their iconographiccontent suggestthe attributionof
the reliefsto the arch over the LechaionRoad. Stillwellstatesthat the arch was revettedwith
marble after the earthquake of A.D. 77.136 He does not document the reasoning behind his

statement, and one assumes it is because in this period the staircaseand its flankingwalls
were revettedwith marble slabs. At the same time the centralbay of the arch was widened
and the passagewaywas extended to the south. The fragmentsof marble reliefs would be
appropriatefor such a refurbishment.
The Arch of the Sergi at Pola (20-10 B.C.)and both the Augustan arch and the 3rdcenturypropylon,the designof which is based on the earliermonument, in PisidianAntioch,
preserve weapons friezes.137 They provide a means of visualizing the placement of the
weapons frieze atop the arch at Corinth. Some of the weapons friezes in southern France
have been attributedto arches, but none of the monuments is preserved.'38 An arch in
honor of Gaius Caesarat Pisa is recordedin a decree of A.D. 4, and its decorationin the form
of spoliaspecified.'39 FrederickKleiner thinks the Pisan arch testifiesto an interchange of
ideasbetween the Gallicprovincesand northernItaly.140 Given theirappearanceat Corinth
and the fact that spoliawere depicted on an arch as early as the Augustanperiod in Pisidian
Antioch, we are justified in consideringthe possibilityof a Roman source for the idea of
decoratingan arch with arms and armor. Friezeswith weapons are recordedas found in the
141 This led some to
Roman Forum in 1547, togetherwith fragmentsof the FastiCapitolini.
think that the "Parthian"arch of Augustus was decorated with tropaea.'42Unfortunately
there is no way of knowingif that is so or, if it is, what place the decorationmight have taken
on the monument. Still, it suggeststhat we look to the capital city for the inspirationfor
weapons friezes.
There is no evidencefor frames,which mightprove that two panel reliefsare represented
by the fragmentsfrom the figure reliefs. That there were two scenes was suggestedby the
difficultyof findingparallelsfor a sacrificescene with trophiesand captivebarbarians(p. 282
above). If we wish to reconstructa singlepanel with contiguousscenes, the best comparison
is the GreatTrajanicFrieze.143That possibilitycannotbe completelyexcluded. The reasons
for thinkingit less likelythan two panel reliefsare (1)the lack of any monument in the area of
the Lechaion Road suitable for such a frieze and (2) the associationof the fragmentswith
those of the weapons frieze which fit best on the arch.
If we accept the reconstructionof the sacrificeas a rough approximationof the composition, the dimensions of the scene should be two meters in height and between four and
I, p. 184.
Corinth
Arches at PisidianAntioch: D. M. Robinson 1926;Arch of the Sergi: Traversari1971.
138 See Esperandieu 1907-1981, I, no. 234, pp. 170-171, and p. 428, commentaryto no. 702. F. S. Kleiner
1985b, p. 49.
139 F. S. Kleiner 1985a, pp. 156-164. Kleiner thinks these arms were more likely to have been similar to
the great piles of weapons on the arch at Orange than to the frieze on the arch at Pola.
140
F. S. Kleiner 1985a, p. 164.
141
Degrassi 1946, pp. 90-100; Coarelli 1985, pp. 274-275.
142 Gualandi 1979, pp. 110-111.
143 See LeanderTouati 1987, pp. 31-34.
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five meters in width. The width excludes the exteriorsof the pylons as a possible location
for the reliefs. An attic relief,like those on the Arch of SeptimiusSeverusat LeptisMagna, is
possible, but the low relief of the fragmentsis not suitable for an elevated position. Panel
reliefson eitherside of the interiorpassagewayare the best possibility.The passagewayof the
arch is eight meters deep; if the two reliefs were between four and five meters wide, that
would allow for an architecturalframework.
Claudius'Britannicarch dedicated in A.D. 51/52 is probablythe earliestexample of an
arch in Rome covered with relief sculpture;'44it is possible that panel reliefsdecorated the
passageway. The Arch of Titus in the Roman Forum is the earliest preserved arch with
panel reliefsin the passageway.The designerof Trajan'sarch at Beneventumimitated that
feature,145 and the use of the Great Trajanic Frieze for reliefs in the passageway on the
Arch of Constantine may have been inspired by its neighbor, the Arch of Titus. As was
the case for the weapons frieze, one has the impressionthat the figure reliefs at Corinth
are, at least in their placement on the arch, also inspiredby monuments in Rome.
Two reliefs,one showing a sacrifice,the other a submission,recallthe interiorpanels on
Trajan'sarch at Beneventum,althoughthere the sacrificeis paired with a scene of alimentatio
(P1.61:c),and the two scenes have been interpretedtogetheras showingthe emperor'spietas
ergadeosand pietasergahomines.146The reliefs at Corinth also stress two of the emperor's
cardinalvirtuesbut in a more militarycontext than do the reliefsat Beneventum. Likewise
the attic reliefs from the Arch of Septimius Severus at Leptis Magna representthe virtues
of the Severan family,with a special emphasison concordia
but without neglecting virtusand
pietas. 147 All in all, the fragmentsof sculpturefrom Corinthfind their best explanation,both
physicallyand iconographically,as panel reliefswhich decoratedthe passagewayof the arch
over the Lechaion Road.
To some readers it may seem that in terms of chronology I have ranged too freely in
searchingfor parallelsfor interpretationsof individualpieces and for the reconstructionand
that the stylisticdate of the reliefs should have been establishedfirst. But before assessing
the fragmentson the basis of style, it was necessaryto study their content in order to know
to what types of monuments they should be compared. For the scene of sacrificeI made
use of monuments dating over a span of more than two hundredyears because, as Brendel
showed, the components of sacrificescenes do not change in an appreciablemanner,nor is
there any linear development in their compositions.148 That fact indicates how little the
thematic elements and the hypotheticalcompositioncan contributeto learning the date of
the sculptures. The attributionof the fragmentsto the second phase of the arch over the
LechaionRoad suggestsa date afterthe thirdquarterof the 1st centuryafterChrist. But that
attributionwill not hold if the sculpturescannot be dated stylisticallyto the same time.
There is nothing in mainland Greece comparable to the Corinth fragmentsnor does
Asia Minor provide good parallels. Comparisonsfor individualpieces and for larger units
Laubscher 1976, pp. 69-108; Koeppel 1983b, pp. 103-109, pls. 40-43; F. S. Kleiner 1985b, pp. 59-62.
On the close relationshipbetween the Arch of Titus in Rome and the Arch of Trajan at Beneventum,
see Hassel 1966, pp. 23-30.
146
Fittschen 1972, pp. 747-750.
147
Bartoccini 1931, pp. 32-152; Townsend 1938, pp. 512-524, pls. XVIII-XX.
148
Brendel 1930.
144
145
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come mostly from Italy, primarilyRome, and from southern Gaul. It is more likely that
the monuments in France and the one in Corinth were inspired by works in the capital
city than that there was some special relationshipbetween Gallia Narbonensisand Achaia.
That hypothesismakesmore cogent the comparisonof the fragmentsat Corinthwith dated
monumentsfrom Rome itself.
The male head, 1 1, is best paralleledby figureson Trajan'sColumn and on the panels of
Trajan'sarch at Beneventum.149 Furrowedforeheads,frontaleyes with arching eyebrows,
full, slightlypartedlips, hairwhich fallslow on the nape of the neck and is brushedforwardin
curvingstrands,and the loose wavy locksof beardsare characteristicscommon to figureson
all threemonuments. 10, a bald old man, is particularlywell pairedwith a backgroundfigure
from the arch at Beneventum (P1.62:a) and with the relief portrait of Caltilius Hila[rus],
dated to the Trajanic period, in the Vatican.150 The hairstyle of the popa (1), with long
strandscombed forwardfrom the back of the head and ending in pincers-shapedpatterns,is
like the hairstyleof Trajanhimselfand is common duringthe Trajanicperiod.151 The same
hairstyleappearson 9. On all the male heads from the reliefsthe lower brow bulges strongly.
A similar,"serious"facial expressionappearson the Great TrajanicFrieze.152 The beard,
with long hairs over the chin, of the captive, 28, is worn by Dacians on the Frieze.153
Ridgway dated the head of Minerva, 25, to the 2nd century after Christ.154 The
restraineddrillwork,used only for emphasisand not for outlining forms, suggestsa date in
the firsthalf of that century.The floralscrollon the visor of her helmet and the thunderbolts
on the cheekpiecesfind good parallelsamong the helmets on the Great TrajanicFrieze.155
IX, i, "Trajanicto Hadrianic", and
Johnson dated the fragmentspublished in Corinth
Schneideraccepted that date for 24.156 A Trajanicdate is preferablebecause of the subject
matter. It is hard to imagine a Hadrianic monument which celebrated a victory over
Parthians,since that emperor'spolicy toward eastern barbarianswas pacific to an almost
embarrassingdegree. On the other hand, Trajan'sParthiancampaign (A.D. 113-117) was
successfuland popular;it earned the emperor the title "Parthicus".For that reason, in the
reconstructionI have restored the emperor'sfeatures as those of Trajan. There is some
evidence that Trajan passed through Corinth on his way to Athens in 113; at least public
149

For example, figuresin scenes LIII and CIII on the column: Lehmann-Hartleben1926, pls. 26 and 48;
there are good photographsin Ryberg 1955, pl. 37, fig. 56, and p1.38, fig. 57. Compare also a bearded head
from the arch at Beneventum: Rotili 1972, pl. LXXV. Especiallyclose to 11 in terms of hairstyle, structure
of the brow, and forms of the eye and lids is an unbearded head from the arch (Rotili 1972, pl. LXXVII,
figureat far right in the background);there is a good detail in Pfanner 1983, Beilage 9:8.
150 Beneventum: Rotili 1972, pl. LXXVI; Pfanner 1983, Beilage 9:7. Relief portrait: Licordari 1972,
pl. LXI:a.
151 For private portraitswith similar hairstyles, see Zanker 1980, pp. 196-202; also the relief portrait of
Caltilius Celer in the Vatican: Licordari 1972, pl. LXI:c. Examples too numerous to mention occur on
Trajan'sColumn, the arch at Beneventum,and the Great Frieze.
152 E.g., LeanderTouati 1987, pl. 26:5, 9; pl. 28:7, 8.
153 LeanderTouati 1987, pl. 34:7; pl. 48:1, 3.
154 Ridgway 198lb, p.
438.
155
LeanderTouati 1987, pl. 29:4, pl. 30:2, 3.
156 Corinth
IX, i, p. 135; L. Schneider 1973, p. 117, note 129.
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dedications to him have been interpretedas occasioned by a visit.157 The subject matter
of the reliefssuggestsa monument erected aftervictoriesin the east. Possiblythe arch was
built in anticipation of the emperor'sreturn after the war. Trajan died in Cilicia on his
way back to Rome in 117.
A date ca. 1 7 agrees with the date for the second phase of the arch. Whether the first
arch remainedin a dilapidatedcondition afterthe earthquakeof A.D. 77 and was not rebuilt
until the time of Trajanor whetherit had not been seriouslydamaged and stood more or less
intact until it was redesignedwe cannot know. An arch built at the end of Trajan'sreign
would have been appropriateas a symbol of Corinth on coins minted under the following
emperor,especiallysince Hadrianneeded to legitimizehis claim. In its new form, with much
sculpturaldecoration,the arch served severalpurposes. It markedthe entrance to the civic
center and was crowned by statues of Helios and Phaethon, whose home loomed over the
forum; it was an honorary arch extolling the virtusof the emperor; and it was a triumphal
arch celebratinga victoryof that virtus.When laterthe CaptivesFacadewas built adjacentto
the arch, the triumphaliconographywas literallyextended into the forum.

CONCLUSIONS
Studyingthe fragmentsof reliefand the problemsof reconstructionand attributionhas led us
to wonder about the apparentlyunique status of the arch in the art of Roman Greece. A
comparablemonument has yet to be found in mainlandGreece before the Arch of Galerius,
erected sometime around the turn from the 3rd to the 4th century after Christ. In 1967,
Cornelius Vermeule wrote that "beforeA.D. 300 the great Antonine altar at Ephesus was
practicallythe only monument in the Greekworld that paralleledthe state reliefsof imperial
Rome."158 The arch over the Lechaion Road can be added to the list, but one hesitates
to attributemuch significanceto it. To what extent Corinth,as a Roman colony,was atypical
artisticallyin the contextof Greeceis somethingnot yet known. It is not surprisingthatAthens
has yet to yield a comparablemonument,but somethingsimilarmight be expected in Patras.
Other "historical"reliefshave been found at Corinth. From the southwestforum come
two poorly preservedfragmentswhich probably derive from a scene of sacrifice. S 1626
(P1.62:b) shows two men, the one at right holding a knife in his right hand, the one at left
shoulderingthefasces.'59 To be associatedwith this fragmentis the relief S 2518 (P1.62:c),
which preservesat right the legs of a male figure and at left the legs and belly of an animal
with a figure standing behind.160 There is no evidence for the type of monument these
157 CorinthVIII, iii, no. 99, pp. 45-47.
158

Vermeule 1968, p. 3. See now, Smith 1988, pp. 50-77 and idem1990, pp. 89-100.
Sixjoining fragments.Upper partfromsouthwestforum. Fragmentsat lowerleftfound between Temple F
and the West Shops on April 6, 1973, in Byzantinelevels, and onJune 8, 1973, in a Byzantinepit. P.H. 0.785,
p.W 0.46, max. Th. 0.085 m. Fine-grainedwhite sparklingmarble; some streaksof mica. Left and right
edges preserved. Back rough picked. Cursorywork. Marks of flat chisel on background. Deeper channels
between folds drilled.
160 Two joining fragments. Fragmentat left found May 20, 1960, near the south tower of the West Shops.
Fragmentat right recorded as "foundat third gate of Akrocorinth".P.H. 0.26, p.W 0.79, max. Th. 0.10 m.
159
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reliefs decorated. Other reliefspreservingfasces(S 3622 and A-74-29) could come from a
decorativedesignor, less likely,from a procession. All these sculpturesfind a broad context in
the city of Corinth,the "Romanspirit"of which has long been noted in terms of architecture
and religion. But to what extent they representa geographicallylimited phenomenon and
testify to close ties between Corinth and Rome are questions we can only ask. Certainly
in the Hadrianic period and later, Corinthiansparticipatedlinguisticallyand artisticallyin
a prevailingspiritof classicism.161If the arch over the Lechaion Road does date to the final
years of Trajan'sreign, it may well have been the last monument erected in the forumwhich
of ancient Corinth.
gave witness to the special Romanitas

CATALOGUE OF RELIEFFRAGMENTS

1. S6

P1.63

One fragment found north of the Peribolos of
Apollo.
P.H. 0.535, p.W. 0.31, max. Th. 0.06, Th. of
background0.03 m.
Three joining fragments. Finished edge at right.
Back smooth. Marksof flat chisel on background.
Bearded male head in profile to right. Both arms
raised. Elbow and part of upper rightarm. Shoulder
and inside of upper left arm, below which hangs a
cloth with threeverticaldivisions.Above head, inside
of left arm and hand which graspsa shaft.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 280, p. 135.
P1.63
2. S41
FoundMarch 20, 1898, near or in the center-east
end of the South Stoa.
P.H. 0.18, p.W. 0.15, Th. of background0.03 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on background.
Right hand holding shaft.

P1.63
3. S297
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.245, p.W 0.125, max. Th. 0.055 m.
Single fragment,broken all around. Back smooth.
Torso preservingarmpit of raised right arm, right
pectoral,ribs, and curvingline of diaphragm. Traces
of objectsat left edge.
P1.64
4. S 79
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.52, p.W 0.45, max. Th. 0.065, Th. of
background0.035 m.
Three joining fragments. Finished edge at left.
Smooth lower border 0.09 m. high. Resting surface smooth. Back smooth. Marks of flat chisel on
background.
Preservedfrom left to right: rightfoot and anklein
three-quarterview, hoof and lower leg of a bovine,
left profilefoot of a male.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 297, p. 141.

Fine-grainedwhite sparklingmarble. Mica streaks. Broken at top and right sides. Left edge rough picked.
Lower surface and back smooth. All forms outlined with drilled channels. Surfaces of drapery and limbs
shaped with flat chisel. Marksof flat chisel on background.
161 For the evidence from inscriptionsof the change in the prevailinglanguage of texts from Latin to Greek
at the time of Hadrian, see Corinth
VIII, iii, p. 19. The choice of themes (Gigantomachy,Amazonomachy,
and Deeds of Herakles)for the decorationof the stage building of the Hadrianic theater seems a part of this
same phenomenon;see Corinth
IX, ii. It is notjust that these specificmythologicalthemeswere used but that the
reliefs formally recalled Classical and Hellenistic prototypeswhich indicates a particularspirit of classicism,
essentiallydifferent from that of previous periods. The copies of the Erechtheion Caryatids found in the
southwestpart of the forum have been dated by the excavator to the 1st century after Christ: Williams and
Fisher 1975, nos. 26, 27, pp. 22-23, pls. 7, 8. Such Classical quotations seem to have been the exception
ratherthan the rule in Corinth before the Hadrianicperiod.
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5. S 876
P1.63
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.30, p.W 0.23, max. Th. 0.055, Th. of
background0.035-0.04 m.
Single fragment, broken at top and sides. Smooth
lowerborder,0.093 m. high. Restingsurfacesmooth.
Back smooth. Marks of flat and toothed chisels on
background.
Hoof of bovine facing left.
6. S83

P1.63
Lower fragment found May 21, 1927, in the
Roman hemicycle on the Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.425, p.W. 0.21, max. Th. 0.039, Th. of
background0.03-0.01 m.
Two joining fragments,broken at top, bottom, and
left side. Finished edge at right; small hole 0.01 m.
deep at upperend. Backsmooth. Marksof flat chisel
on background.Rasp markson draperyat left.
Hydria with high curving handle. Decorative
curve at top of handle. Egg and dart on mouth.
Tongue pattern on body of vase. Horizontal handle.
At left, fold of draperywith incised edge.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 289, p. 138.
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Furrowedbrow. Drilled hole at inner corner of eye.
Chiseled line marksjaw.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 281, p. 135.
10. S 82
P1.65
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.18, p.W 0.19, max. Th. 0.04, Th. of background 0.025-0.027 m.
Single fragment,brokenat top, bottom, and left side.
Finished edge at right. Back smooth. Marks of flat
chisel on background.
Profile face turned right. Short locks of hair
combed forward on top of head. Furrowed brow.
Inner corner of eye markedwith drilledhole.
11. S764
P1.65
FoundApril, 1907, in the Roman hemicycleon the
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.275, p.W. 0.175, max. Th. 0.055, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Single fragment,broken all around. Back smooth.
Bearded head in profile to the right. Curly locks
brushed forwardon top of head and across back of
neck. Furrowedbrow.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 297, p. 134.

7. S 285

P1.64
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.203, p.W. 0.15, max. Th. 0.06, Th. of
background0.045-0.04 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on background.
Upper left section of a curved horn.
8. S 155
P1.64
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.145, p.W 0.18, max. Th. 0.06, Th. of
background0.035 m.
Single fragment, broken at top and sides. Smooth
lower border0.055 m. high. Resting surfacesmooth.
Back smooth.
Heel of foot wearing shoe, facing left.
9. S413
P1.64
FoundApril 4, 1902, at the east end of the Northwest Stoa in the area of the Sacred Spring.
P.H. 0.28, p.W 0.173, max. Th. 0.06, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surfacebadly weathered.
Profile face turned right. Veil crosses head and
falls at side of face. Locks of hair brushed forward.

12. S280
P1.65
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.332, p.W 0.245, max. Th. 0.055, Th. of
background0.03-0.035 m.
Three joining fragments, broken all around. Back
rough picked. Marks of chisel on surface and background.
Lower right leg and sandaledfoot, turned left.
13. S630
P1.65
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.133, p.W 0.101, max. Th. 0.055, Th. of
background0.03 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surfaceand background.
Right leg from mid-calf to top of sandal. Leg
turned to left.
14. S 875
P1.65
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.225, p.W 0.35, max. Th. 0.04, Th. of
background0.02-0.035 m.
Single fragment, broken at top and sides. Finished
surfacebelow. Back smooth. Marks of flat chisel on
background.
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Sandaledfoot turned right. Heel raised. Toes rest
on horizontal projecting band. At lower left, trace
of anotherfoot.
15. S81

P1.65
Upper fragmentfoundApril, 1902;lowerfragment
found April 4, 1902, in the area of the Sacred
Spring.
P.H. 0.327, p.W 0.143, max. Th. 0.042, Th. of
background0.018-0.024 m.
Two joining fragments,brokenat top, bottom, right,
and most of left sides. At lower left, trace of finished edge. Back smooth. Marks of flat chisel on
background.
Right leg, from below knee to above ankle, in
profileto right.
16. S315

P1.66

Found May 5, 1901, in a cutting under the pavement of the centralshop of the NorthwestShops.
P.H. 0.245, p.W 0.166, max. Th. 0.037, Th. of
background0.015-0.024 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surfacebadly weathered.
Calf and lower part of right leg turned left. Trace
of skirtat upper left.
17. S 3633
P1.66
Found in 1990 in a marble pile northeast of the
arch over the Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.273, p.W 0.131, p.Th. 0.102 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and left.
Back broken off. Finished surface at right, with
verticaledge projecting0.035 m. from relief surface.
Surfaceweathered.
Back of helmet turned left. Horsehaircrest at top;
plumes behind.
18. S 90
P1.66
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.21, p.W 0.409, max. Th. 0.045 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and left.
Finishededge at right. Back smooth. Marksof chisel
on surface.
Two overlapping cloths with catenary folds. At
upperedge of cloth at left, floralpendantshang from
jeweled straps.

19. S303

P1.66

Upper fragmentfound May 3, 1968, immediately
southwest of the western foundations of the arch
over the Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.195, p.W 0.175, max. Th. 0.065 m.
Two joining fragments, broken all around. Back
rough picked. Rasp marks over surface. Drilled
channel outlinesfolds of draperyat right.
Crest holder and flaringhorsehaircrest in center.
Foldsof draperyat right. Lower arm of figure at left.
20. S 629
P1.66
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.136, p.W 0.13, max. Th. 0.07, Th. of
background0.04 m.
Single fragment,broken all around. Back smooth.
Toes and instepof a sandaledrightfoot turnedleft.
Footstandson a molded base consistingof a tall fascia
and top of a cyma recta.
21. S 3440
P1.66
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.31, p.W 0.15, p.Th. 0.057, p.Th. of background 0.033 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and left.
Finished edge at right. Back broken off. Heavy
mica streakdown back surface.
Left foot in three-quarterview to left. Heel raised.
Toes rest on a molded base consistingof a tall fascia,
a cyma recta, and an ovolo. Rectangular pillar or
base below.
P1.66
22. S 3454
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.31, p.W 0.11, p.Th. 0.056, p.Th. of background 0.033 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and left.
Finished edge at right. Back broken off. Heavy
mica streak down back surface. Marks of drill in
channelsbetween folds.
Foldsof draperycurvingright.
23. S 3507
P1.66
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.195, p.W 0.225, max. Th. 0.06, Th. of
background0.035 m.
Single fragment,brokenat top and left side. Finished
edge at right. Resting surfacefinished. Back smooth.
Smooth lower border 0.095 m. high.
Four toes of male left foot facing left. Foot overlapped by paw of animal skin.
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P1.67
24. S 856
No exact findspot recorded; probably the northwest forum.
P.H. 0.16, p.W, 0.09, max. Th. 0.034, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on face.
Profileface turned right. Waves of hair at top.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 282, p. 135 (incorrectdimensions);
L. Schneider 1973, p. 117, fig. 13; Ridgway 1981b,
p. 438.
P1.67
25. S821
FoundJune25, 1907, at the west end of the Northwest Shops.
P.H. 0.43, p.W. 0.40, Th. 0.045, Th. of background 0.025-0.035 m.
Single fragment,brokenat bottom and left side. Finished edges at top and right. Back rough picked.
Drilled channel outlines left side of crest holder.
Drilled holes in curls across forehead and at corners
of mouth.
Head of Minerva turned in three-quarterview
to left. Attic helmet with horsehair crest. Visor
decoratedwith spiralpattern;turned-upcheekpieces
with stylized thunderbolts. Griffinon helmet above
visor.
IX, i,
D. M. Robinson 1911, pp. 495-498; Corinth
no. 278, p. 134; Leipen 1971, p. 9; Ridgway 1981b,
p. 438.
P1.67
26. S 87
One fragmentfound May 24, 1899, in the area of
the Sacred Spring.
P.H. 0.36, p.W, 0.38, max. Th. 0.065, Th. of
background0.02-0.027 m.
Four joining fragments, broken all around. Back
smooth. Rasp markson surface.
Torso of draped figure in three-quarterview to
right. Figure wears a sleeveless tunic belted at the
waist. Right arm across chest. Over left shoulder,
spade-shapedforms.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 290, p. 138.
P1.67
27. S 168
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.245, p.W, 0.25, max. Th. 0.046, Th. of
background0.017 m.
Two joining fragments, broken all around. Back
smooth.
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Lower chest and upper stomach muscles of male
turned right. Torso crossed by inside of left arm
bent up at elbow. Below elbow,verticallyfallingfolds
of drapery. Trace of drapery above bend in arm.
Object or arm behind drapery.
P1.68
28. S218
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.528, p.W 0.345, max. Th. 0.07, Tli. of
background0.03-0.04 m.
Two joining fragments,broken at top, bottom, and
left. Finished edge at right. Back rough picked.
Marksof flat chisel on surfaceand background.
Bound captive. Face turned left, chest frontal,
legs in profile to right. Captive wears a long-sleeved
garment, with pants. Rolled cloth at waist. Figure
has shoulder-lengthhair and a beard. At left, trunk
of a knottytree.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 302, p. 142.
P1.68
29. S 2059
FoundApril 11, 1935, at the west side of the forum,
in the area of the BabbiusMonument.
P.H. 0.19, p.W. 0.25, max. Th. 0.045, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on surface.
Frontal helmet on a shaft. Traces of holders for
feathersat either edge.
30. S 76
P1.68
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.211, p.W 0.16, max. Th. 0.05, Th. of
background0.026 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on surfaceand background.
Leg from knee to mid-calf. Curving folds across
surface. Edge of mantle(?)at upper left break.
31. S631
P1.68
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.20, p.W 0.17, max. Th. 0.061 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marks of chisel on surface. Drilled channel beside
fold at right.
Draped leg. Above lower edge, round form, possibly knee. Fold of cloth at right.
32. S 3447
P1.68
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.173, p.W 0.139, max. Th. 0.045 m.
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Single fragment, broken all around. Back rough
picked. Marksof chisel on surface.
Thigh of leg wearingpants. Edge of skirtat top.

side of shaft, curving edges. Top ring opens into a
wide oval. At upper left, broken form crosses shaft
and ring.

P1.69
33. S 3503
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.155, p.W 0.26, max. Th. 0.045 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surfacevery weathered.
Thigh of leg with curving folds of pants. At left,
folds of mantle (?). At right, possiblyedge of shield.

38. S 2716
P1.69
Found in a marble pile in the Northwest Shops
(roomX or X) in 1963.
P.H. 0.081, p.W 0.075, max. Th. 0.038, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surfaceweathered.
Index finger and thumb of right hand. Tapering
form between fingerand thumb.

34. S 73-3
P1.69
Found April 2, 1973, between Temple F and the
West Shops. Reused as floorpavementin a Byzantine house.
P.H. 0.089, p.W, 0.099, max. Th. 0.042, Th. of
background0.021 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surface.
Sleeved arm (?).
35. S75
P1.69
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.61, p.W 0.198, max. Th. 0.055 m.
Two joining fragments,broken at top, bottom, and
right. Finished edge at left. Back smooth. Marksof
flat chisel on surface.
Draped leg of barbarian.At top, folds of cloth. At
left, long fold of mantle(?).
P1.69
36. S 3439
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.35, p.W, 0.145, max. Th. 0.054, Th. of
background0.027 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chiselon surface. Rough tool marksat lower
left where somethingappearsto have been removed.
Folds of cloth over three staffs. At top, spiraling
vine with flowers and buds. Above, tips of leaves (?).
Trace of form at lower left.
37. S 3453
P1.69
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.29, p.W, 0.194, max. Th. 0.036, Th. of
background0.012-0.023 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marks of flat chisel on surface of relief and background.
Wide shaft surroundedby narrow rings. Lower
rings compressed. Below lowest ring and to either

39. S 3475
P1.69
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.10, p.W. 0.15, max. Th. 0.041, Th. of
background0.025-0.03 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surface.
Thumb and knucklesof index and middle fingers
of right hand. Cylindricalstaffat right.
40. S 3452
P1.69
Found April 10, 1902, immediately south of the
CaptivesFasade, in the area of the Sacred Spring.
P.H. 0.196, p.W 0.198, max. Th. 0.056 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surface.
Bent index finger above square object with circle
in the middle. Flaring form at left. Cloth between
forms.
41. S 3499
P1.70
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.15, p.W 0.085, max. Th. 0.035, Th. of
background0.0 17 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Drilled channel between backgroundand draperyat
left. Marksof chisel on background. Rasp markson
wrist.
Inside of left arm from wrist to base of hand. Fold
of draperyacrossand below wrist.
P1.70
42. S 3500
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.226, p.W. 0.145, max. Th. 0.06 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel across surface.
Forearmfrom below elbow to above wrist. Folds
of draperybehind arm.
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P1.70
43. S627
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.257, p.W 0.144, max. Th. 0.036, Th. of
background0.017 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and left.
Finishededge at right. Back smooth. Marksof chisel
on surfaceand background.
Draped left shoulderand upper arm.
P1.70
44. S 3436
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.156, p.W 0.77, max. Th. 0.031, Th. of
background0.014-0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel.
Verticalfall of drapery.Tassel at corner.
P1.70
45. S 213
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.28, p.W 0.125, Th. 0.055 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Stationarydrillworkbetween folds. Some raspmarks
on surface.
Drapery folds. Diagonal fall of drapery at right.
Tassel at corner of fold; edge of fold outlined with
incisedline. At left, curvingfoldsover smoothsurface.
P1.70
46. S214
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.185, p.W 0.225, max. Th. 0.055, Th. of
background0.022 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surfaceand background.
Foldsof draperycarvedin low reliefat left;heavier
folds at right. Edge of fold in center falls vertically;
diagonal folds with wide furrows between them at
right.
P1.70
47. S 628
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.22, p.W 0.15, max. Th. 0.06 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and left.
Finishededge at right. Back smooth. Marksof chisel
on surface.
Heavy folds of cloth. Wavy lower edge. Below,
broad, verticalfolds. At either side more salientfolds
or staffs.
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48. S 3445
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.24, p.W 0.124, max. Th. 0.55 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surfaceweathered. Marksof flat chisel on surface.
Drapery folds. One salient fold in center. Edge
of cloth at left.
P1.70
49. S3441
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.19, p.W. 0.124, max. Th. 0.06 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surface extremelyweathered. Rasp markson some
surfaces.
Draperyfolds.
50. S89

P1.71

One fragment recorded as found May 16, 1901,
in the Peribolosof Apollo.
P.H. 0.297, p.W 0.545, max. Th. 0.046, Th. of
background0.033-0.03 m.
Two joining fragments, broken all around. Back
rough picked. Marksof flat chisel on surface.
Muscle cuirass (tlwrax)with baldric and cinulum.
Shaftsof spearsat lower left.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 272, p. 130.
P1.71
51. S3491
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.097, p.W 0.17, max. Th. 0.05 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back rough
picked.
from a cuirass.
Lower edge of fringedpteryges
P1.71
52. S3493
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.20, p.W 0.248, max. Th. 0.05, Th. of
background0.033-0.03 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back rough
picked. Marks of flat and toothed chisels on background.
from left side of a cuirass.
Pteryges
P1.71
53. S3497
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.11, p.W 0.26, max. Th. 0.05 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back rough
picked. Marksof flat chisel on surface.
Right side and center of cuirass. Lower edge of
muscle cuirass(torax)and upper row of pteryges.
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54. S-70-2
P1.71
Found May 30, 1970, in the area of the Sacred
Spring.
P.H. 0.225, p.W 0.135, max. Th. 0.068, Th. of
background0.038 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and right
side. At top of left edge, round hole 0.013 m. deep.
Back rough picked.
Pteryges
from sleeve of a cuirass.
55. S 3438
P1.72
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.24, p.W 0.185, max. Th. 0.04, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel and rasp over surface.
Sleeve of scale cuirass(loricasquamata).
56. S 3446
P1.72
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.24, p.W 0.22, max. p.Th. 0.04 m.
Single fragment, broken all around and on back.
Marksof flat chisel on surfaces.
Scales and pterygesfrom scale cuirass (lonca squamata).Trace of baldric at upper right. Hilt of sword
at lower right.
57. S 3509
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.277, p.W 0.17, max. Th. 0.055 m.

P1.72

Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surfacebadly weathered. Marksof flat chisel.
Pteryges
from left side of cuirass. Rim of shield at
left.
58. S2718
P1.72
Found October, 1963, in a marble pile in the
NorthwestShops.
P.H. 0.32, p.W 0.244, max. Th. 0.059, Th. of
background0.045 m.
Single fragment,brokenat top, bottom, and left side.
Finished edge at right. Near bottom of right edge,
round hole 0.02 m. deep. Marks of flat chisel on
surface and background. Top of fragment hacked
off.
Top left side of scale cuirass(loncasquamata).

59. S 85
P1.72
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.118, p.W 0.18, Th. 0.039 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surface.
Overlapping scales from scale cuirass (lorica
squamata).
60. S3451
P1.72
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.127, p.W 0.221, max. Th. 0.037, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Singlefragment,brokenacrosstop, bottom, and right
side. Finished edge at left. Back smooth. Marks of
flat chisel on background.
Ends of fringedpteryges
from cuirass.
61. S 3492
P1.72
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.14, p.W 0.105, max. Th. 0.035 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Traces of flat chisel.
from cuirass.
Pteryges
62. S 3444
P1.73
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.174, p.W 0.269, max. Th. 0.063, Th. of
background0.021-0.03 m.
Two joining fragments,broken at top, bottom, and
left side. Finishededge at right. Back smooth. Marks
of toothed chisel on surfaceof reliefand background.
Side and lower back of Attic(?)helmet turned left.
Lower strandsof horsehaircrest at right.
63. S 373
P1.73
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.257, p.W 0.255, max. Th. 0.065, Th. of
background0.035-0.045 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surfaceand background.
Frontalhelmet. Featherattached on right.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 273, p. 131.
64. S 3437

P1.73

Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.083, p.W 0.062, max. Th. 0.04, Th. of
background0.025-0.03 m.
Single fragment,broken all around. Back smooth.
Frontof horsehaircrest of helmet.
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65. S77
P1.73
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.435, p.W 0.101, max. Th. 0.038, Th. of
background0.019-0.026 m.
Two joining fragments, broken all around. Back
smooth. Marksof flat and toothed chisels on surface
and background.
On lowerhalf, spearpoint,the tip ofwhich overlaps
the curvededge of a flat object. On top of the latter,a
greave(?). At upper left edge, greave overlappedby
a curved form.
66. S 131
P1.73
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.309, p.W. 0.235, max. Th. 0.04, Th. of
background0.018-0.023 m.
Singlefragmentbrokenat top, bottom, and rightside.
Finishededge at left. Marksof flat and toothedchisels
on surfaceand background.
Tops of three spears. Curvedrim of shieldat lower
left.
Corinth
IX, i, no. 303, p. 142.
67. S242

P1.73

No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.132, p.W 0.106, max. Th. 0.032, Th. of
background0.023 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on surfaceand background.
Spearpoint.
68. S 3468

P1.73

Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.235, p.W 0.132, max. Th. 0.04, Th. of
background0.023-0.03 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth,
recut with rectilinearpattern. Marksof flat chisel on
surfaceand background.
At right, spearpointand upper shaft. At left, shaft
of weapon, possiblyaxe.
69. S 3471
P1.73
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.105, p.W 0.223, max. Th. 0.044, Th. of
background0.031-0.028 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back rough
picked. Marks of flat and toothed chisels on surface
and background.
Spearpoint.

70. S 3450
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Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.24, p.W 0.17, max. Th. 0.048, Th. of
background0.04 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chiselon reliefsurfacesand background.
Head and shaft of axe.
71. S 3472
P1.74
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.15, p.W 0.113, max. Th. 0.059, Th. of
background0.029-0.035 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marks of flat chisel on surface and background.
Roughly drilledchannel outlines relief.
Pommel of sword.
72. S 3495
P1.74
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.10, p.W 0.095, max. Th. 0.04, Th. of
background0.027 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back rough
picked. Marks of flat chisel on surface and background.
Pommel of sword.
73. S 3496
P1.74
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.148, p.W 0.182, max. Th. 0.055, Th. of
background0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on background.
Pommel of sword.
74. S 3467
P1.74
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.162, p.W 0.129, max. Th. 0.055, Th. of
background0.026 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth,
recarvedwith rectilinearpattern. Marksof flat chisel
on surface.
Pommel of sword overlappingcurved blade.
75. S 287
P1.74
No findspotsrecorded.
Max. p.H. 0.264, p.W 0.423, max. Th. 0.065, Th.
of background0.024-0.035 m.
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Three joining pieces, broken all around. Back
smooth. Marks of flat chisel on surface and background. Some rough drillworkoutliningforms.
Strung bow at left. Between bow and string, tip
of spear. At right, scabbard of curved sword leans
againstbow.
76. S 80
P1.74
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.119, p.W. 0.16, max. Th. 0.038, Th. of
background0.033-0.029 m.
Single fragment,brokenat top, bottom, and left side.
Right edge smoothed with flat chisel. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on surfaceand background.
Three tips of arrowspointing up to left.
77. S 1032
P1.74
in
Found 1910 or 1911, probablyin the Lechaion
Road.
P.H. 0.155, p.W 0.12, max. Th. 0.048, Th. of
background0.026-0.03 m.
Single fragment,broken all around. Back smooth.
Head of griffinfrom shield.
UNDETERMINED FRAGMENTS

78. S 3506
P1.75
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.08, p.W 0.194, max. Th. 0.043, Th. of
background0.029-0.025 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on background.
Spreadingformcrosseddiagonallyby narrowband.
At right, band in higher relief curves down.
79. S 3449
P1.75
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.23, p.W. 0.133, max. Th. 0.054, Th. of
background0.03 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Very weathered.
Wide shaft crossed diagonallyby narrow band in
low relief. At right, shaft crossedby curvingband.
80. S 3505

P1.75
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.11, p.W. 0.163, max. Th. 0.045, Th. of
background0.033 m.

Single fragment, broken all around. Back rough
picked. Marks of flat chisel on surface and background.
Uneven surfacewith curvingleft side.
81. S 3502
P1.75
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.175, p.W 0.11, max. Th. 0.05, Th. of
background0.024 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marks of flat chisel on surface of relief and background.
Objectwith horizontallower edge. Height of relief
increasesfrom bottom to top.
82. S 3443
P1.75
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.20, p.W. 0.075, max. Th. 0.038, Th. of
background0.029 m.
Single fragment, broken at top, bottom, and right
sides. Left edge finishedwith flat chisel. Back rough
picked. Marksof chisel on background.
Flat, rectangularform borderedby narrowbands,
crossedat rightby verticalband.
83. S-73-29
P1.75
FoundMay 4, 1973, in a Byzantinepit in the southwest forum, context of 6th century after Christ.
P.H. 0.157, p.W. 0.166, max. Th. 0.051, Th. of
background0.035-0.031 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof chisel on surfaceand background.
At left, two rounded shafts. At right, form with
straightleft edge, which angles away from shafts.
84. S 300
P1.75
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.11, p.W 0.094, max. Th. 0.03, Th. of
background0.023 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Marksof flat chisel on background.
Shaft.
85. S 3460
P1.75
No findspotrecorded.
P.H. 0.182, p.W 0.178, max. Th. 0.067, Th. of
background0.055 m.
Single fragment, broken all around. Back smooth.
Surfacevery weathered.
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In center, shaft with stepped panel at top. Shaft
at left. Brokenforms at lower right and left edges.
P1.75
86. S 3476
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.172, p.W 0.074, max. Th. 0.035, Th. of
background0.023 m.
Single fragment,brokenat top, bottom, and one side.
Other side smoothed. Round hole 0.0 14 m. deep on
side. Back smooth. Marks of flat chisel on surface
and background.
Curvingform.
P1.75
87. S-72-7
FoundJune 5, 1972, in the vicinity of the Sacred
Spring.
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P.H. 0.21, p.W 0.22, max. Th. 0.031, Th. of
background0.023-0.02 m.
Single fragment,broken diagonally to left and right
at top, and acrossbottom. Right edge smooth. Back
smooth. Marks of flat and toothed chisels on background.
Curvingform, borderedwith narrow,flat band.
88. S 3466
Lechaion Road.
P.H. 0.125, p.W 0.12, max. Th. 0.05 m.

P1.75

Singlefragment,brokenat top, bottom, and left sides.
Right side smooth. Backsmooth. Marksof flat chisel
on surfaceof relief.
Foldsof drapery.Rectangularform at lower right.
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b. Intersectionof the west foundationof th
wall. From northeast

a. Southern end of the Lechaion Road with the foundationsof the arch.
From north

c. Poros steps beneath the west spur wall of the c
excavation. From north
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b. East pylon of the arch. Fromwest

a. Intersection of the foundations of the east pylon of the arch and the east
retainingwall of the centralplatform. Fromnorthwest

c. Hadrianiccoin
(Corinth
VI, no. 129),
reverse
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PLATE 59
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a. Base of the Column of MarcusAurelius,engravingby Piranesi
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b. Base of the Column of Marcus Aurelius,engravingby Enea Vico ca. 1540, detail

a. Sarcophaguswith submissionscene, Vatican,Belvedere942

b. Weaponsfrieze, Narbonne (Esp&randieu
I, no. 715)

c. Weaponsfrieze, Narbonne (Espe&andieu
I, no. 726
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PLATE 61

a. Base with weapons frieze, Corinth S 3744

c. Sacrificescene, arch at Beneventum

b. Relief from the ceiling, arch at
Beneventum

PLATE 62

a. Profileface, arch at Beneventum,detail

b. Relief with attendants,Corinth S 1626

c. Relief with animal and two men, Corinth S 2518
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